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Summary
Excavation damage is usually regulated in Swedish infrastructure tunnel contracts as it can
influence the quality and lifecycle cost for tunneling projects. The topic is important for
underground constructions with a long operation period such as tunnels for public transport,
permanent access tunnels in mines or underground repositories for nuclear waste. In
competent crystalline rock, excavation damage is often simplified to macro fractures
induced by blasting as this has the most significant impact on the remaining rock. Blasting
in Scandinavian tunneling projects is mostly conducted with pumpable emulsion explosives
and a good result is often dependent on control of the charging process, i.e. that the
explosives are charged according to the blast design.
This thesis is based on data from five field investigations carried out in Sweden and Finland.
In addition, data from a case study on quality control and documentation in a tunnel
excavation project in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) is also included. Data on blast
fracture length and frequency have been compiled from all sites, where emulsion explosives
were used. The sites include experimental tunnels, a road tunnel, an underground depot for
subway trains and a wastewater tunnel. Data from the field investigations have been
analyzed using statistical methods including statistical hypothesis test and multivariate data
analysis by means of Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
The evaluation method gives indications as to how blast design and geology influence the
development of blast fractures. Charge concentration was found to be the most influential
design variable and simultaneous initiation of contour holes (delay time <1 ms) gave shorter
blast fractures with a longest blast fracture of approx. 25 cm compared to approx. 40 cm
from pyrotechnical initiation. However, the delay time had limited influence on the number
of blast fractures in the remaining rock. Results from the PCA suggest that blast fractures
length could be dependent also on geology.
Three main groups of fracture patterns were identified, one group with relatively few and
short fractures, a group with several longer blast fractures and a group with few or a single
long blast fracture. The result shows differences in fracture length between the column and
bottom charge part of the contour holes, with blast fracture lengths up to approx. 40 cm for
the column charge and up to approx. 60 cm for the bottom charge.
The case study showed that good precision in charging with string emulsion can be achieved
and documented using modern logger technology in drilling and charging equipment.
However, the methods applied for evaluation of charging precision as well as
documentation require manual processing and interpretation of data. Further development of
the logger systems and processing software is needed in order to follow up logged amounts
of emulsion explosive during production.
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Sammanfattning
Skadezon regleras vanligtvis i kontrakt för svenska infrastrukturtunnlar, eftersom det kan
påverka tunnelns livscykelkostnad och dess kvalitet. Ämnet är viktigt för berganläggningar
med en lång driftperiod, exempelvis trafiktunnlar, permanenta nivåer i gruvor eller
slutförvar för kärnavfall. I en sprickfattig och kristallin berggrund förenklas ofta skadezonen
till makrosprickor som inducerats av sprängning, eftersom detta har störst påverkan på det
kvarstående berget. Sprängning i skandinaviska tunnelprojekt utförs mestadels med
pumpbara emulsionssprängämnen och ett bra resultat är ofta beroende av kontrollen av
laddningsprocessen d.v.s. att korrekt mängd sprängmedel laddas i enlighet med laddplan.
Avhandlingen bygger på data från fältundersökningar i fem tunnelprojekt i Sverige och
Finland. Dessutom ingår data från en fallstudie om kvalitetskontroll och dokumentation i ett
tunnelprojekt i Äspölaboratoriet. Uppgifter om sprängsprickors längd och frekvens har
sammanställts från tunnlar där emulsionssprängämnen använts. Tunnlarna omfattar
försökstunnlar, en vägtunnel, en tunnelbanedepå och en avlopps- och dagvattentunnel. Data
från fältundersökningarna har analyserats med statistiska metoder inklusive statistiskt
hypotestest och multivariat datanalys, Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Analysmetodiken ger indikationer på hur samverkan av sprängdesign och geologi påverkar
bildningen av sprängsprickor. Laddningskoncentration visade sig vara den viktigaste
designparametern och simultan upptändning av konturhål (fördröjningstid <1 ms) gav
kortare sprängsprickor med en längsta sprängspricka om ca 25 cm jämfört med ca 40 cm vid
pyroteknisk upptändning. Dock visade resultaten att fördröjningen har begränsad effekt på
antalet sprängsprickor i det kvarstående berget. Resultat från PCA indikerar också att
sprängsprickors längd kan vara beroende av geologi.
Tre huvudgrupper av sprickmönster identifierades, en grupp med relativt få och korta
sprängsprickor, en med flera längre sprängsprickor och en med få eller endast en lång
sprängspricka. Resultatet visar också skillnader i spricklängd mellan pip- och
bottenladdningsdelen av konturhål, med spricklängder upp till ca 40 cm för pip- och ca 60
cm för bottenladdning.
Fallstudien visade att god precision i laddning med strängemulsion kan uppnås och
dokumenteras med modern loggerteknik i borrnings- och laddningsutrustning. De metoder
som tillämpades för utvärdering av laddningsprecision och dokumentation kräver dock
manuell bearbetning och tolkning av data. Utveckling av loggningssystemen och mjukvara
behövs därför för att följa upp laddning med emulsionssprängämne under pågående
produktion.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Underground facilities that are intended for operation over long time periods, such as
infrastructure tunnels, permanent levels in mines and underground repositories for nuclear
waste, can benefit from high-quality drilling and charging during their construction. The
main quality issues related to tunnel excavation are deviations in geometry (e.g. overbreak)
and excavation damage in the remaining rock. These are factors that may influence the costs
for maintenance during the operational phase (Drevland Jakobsen et al. 2012). Furthermore,
all underground excavations cause redistribution of in-situ stresses that depend on the
geometry of the opening and the state of stress relative to the strength of the rock mass. This
stress redistribution may lead to development of new fractures and opening or shearing of
pre-existing natural fractures around the tunnel. However, in competent crystalline rock,
excavation damage can often be simplified to damage only induced by blasting, ranging
from micro cracks (grain size) to macro fractures. Charging in Scandinavian tunneling
projects is today mostly conducted with pumpable emulsion explosives and the charge
concentration is lowered for hole types closer to the tunnel perimeter with the purpose of
limiting blast damage. However, other parameters such as initiation method, decoupling
ratio or hole spacing can also influence fracturing in the remaining rock (Olsson and
Ouchterolony 2003).
In Swedish infrastructure tunnel contracts, blast damage in the wall and roof is usually
regulated according to a guidance document published by Svensk Byggtjänst: AMA
Anläggning, (Allmän Material och Arbetsbeskrivning för anläggningsarbeten) (Svensk
byggtjänst 2017). AMA describes the requirements on maximum drilling deviation,
excavated contour, and theoretical blast damage. It also describes four excavation classes
with different requirements on mean deviation from the theoretical contour at the collaring
position and at the end of the blast rounds and also maximum deviations for single holes.
There are several challenges related to the requirements on excavation damage and
excavation geometry and how they are formulated in the guidance document. One of the
main issues is how requirements can be followed during construction and how they can be
verified when the tunnel is completed (Aijling et al. 2014, Olsson 2017). AMA-17 states
that for road and railroad tunnels, excavation damage should be limited to 0.4 m in the walls
and roof and 1.1 m in the floor. There is, however, no clear definition of theoretical blast
damage in the guidance document.
For underground facilities for spent nuclear fuel, limitation of blast damage is critical due to
possible axial transport of radionuclides in the Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ). For the
planned repositories for spent nuclear fuel in Sweden and Finland, SKB and Posiva have
formulated requirements to limit the axial flow along tunnels as a transmissivity in the EDZ
(Posiva SKB 2017). Definitions of the zone influenced by an underground excavation have
1

been formulated by Tsang et al. (2005) and discussed by Martino and Chandler (2004),
Siren et al. 2015 and Perras and Diederichs (2016). Influence of blast design on macro
fracturing has been studied by Olsson and Ouchterlony (2003) and Ouchterlony et al. (2010)
among others. The influence of excavation damage on tunnel stability has been studied and
discussed by Saiang and Nordlund (2009). Everitta and Lajtaib (2004) investigated the
effect of the granular structure of the rock type on excavation damage. However, the effect
of blast design and geology variables on the development of macro fractures and
transmissivity in the EDZ is still not completely understood.

1.2 Problem statement
To understand how, by blasting, tunnel excavation impacts the surrounding rock mass is
essential for construction of all types of underground facilities. There are currently a number
of factors that limit our possibility to measure and predict excavation damage in the
remaining rock:
x Rock is a complex and variable material and even when relatively homogenous there
are discontinuities and variations in its properties. Influence from ground water and
rock stress can be added to the complexity of the material itself.
x Excavation by drilling and blasting is seldom a process that can be fully controlled
due to variations in drilling, charging and properties of the explosives. The working
process today includes several manual work steps dependent on the skill of operators.
x The difficulty to directly measure the influence from the excavation method on the
surrounding rock mass also limits the possibility to formulate a clear definition of
blast damage.
By studying the connection between blast design, geology and fracturing in the remaining
rock, our understanding of the mechanisms controlling excavation quality can increase and
we can be able to formulate better requirements for the construction of infrastructure and
other underground facilities.

1.3 Objectives and research scope
The objectives of this thesis are to study the impact of emulsion explosives on the remaining
rock in tunnel excavation and how it can be controlled and documented in tunnelling. More
specifically, this thesis aims to:
x Study the extension and characteristics of blast fracturing induced by emulsion
explosives in situations that resemble those of tunneling.
x Analyze fracture data from tunnels excavated with different prerequisites in terms of
blast design, geology and construction requirements.
x Identify how quality control can be applied in tunnelling to meet the requirements to
limit excavation damage.
The research is limited to blast damage in remaining rock in hard rock applications.
2

Four research questions (RQ) were formulated as a basis for the research scope:
RQ 1

What are the extension and characteristics of macro fracturing from blasting with
conventional emulsion explosives?

RQ 2

How does the blast design influence blast-induced macro fracturing?

RQ 3

To what extent does the rock mass influence blast-induced macro fracturing?

RQ 4

How can quality control measures be applied to limit blast fracturing?

1.4 Thesis structure
The thesis is based on four appended publications with an additional six publications
associated with the research. The first publication describes a case study for application of
requirements for cautious blasting and quality control during the excavation of an
experimental tunnel in Äspö HRL. The second and third publications describe field
investigations conducted at Äspö HRL, the Gerum tunnel, the Norsborg depot and a field
test in the Kista tunnel. The fourth publication presents a statistical analysis of fracture data
mapped at the investigated sites. Figure 1 illustrates the topics of the appended publications.

Figure 1. Topics of the appended publications.

The four research questions are discussed in the appended publications according to Table 1.
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Table 1. Connection between research questions (RQ) and the appended publications. X= main topic,
x=minor topic in the publications.
Publication I
RQ 1 – Extension and
characteristics of blast
fracturing
RQ 2 – Influence from blast
design
RQ 3 – Influence from rock
mass
RQ 4 - Application of quality
control measures

Publication II
X

Publication III
X

Publication IV
X

x

x

X
X

X

x
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2 Excavation damage in the literature
Different aspects of excavation damage have been studied by many authors for varying
reasons and several definitions can be found in the literature, for example Olsson and
Ouchterlony (2003), Tsang et al. (2005) and Siren et al. (2015). Some main areas of study
are the quality of the excavation, i.e. the ambition to ensure low maintenance costs from a
life cycle perspective. In this case, overbreak is viewed as a type of excavation damage in
addition to blast-induced macro fractures in the tunnel perimeter (Drevland Jakobsen et al.
2012). Another aspect is the Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ), a definition of excavation
damage commonly used in the nuclear waste industry to quantify the influence of tunnel
excavation on the rock barrier in repositories for spent nuclear fuel. Another is the study of
directly blast-induced fracture patterns (Olsson 2000, Ivanova 2015).
Pusch and Stanfors (1992) summarized three major factors that contribute to the
development of excavation damage in tunnels excavated by blasting, (1) structure and
properties of the rock mass, (2) drilling and blasting technique and (3) the primary stress
conditions. In the context of drill- and blast-excavated tunnels in crystalline rock,
excavation damage is often characterized by macro fractures induced by blasting as this has
the most significant impact (Siren 2015).

2.1 Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ)
One definition of the effect of excavation on the properties of the surrounding rock mass is
provided by the term Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ), commonly used in the nuclear waste
industry. The reason is that the transport of radionuclides out from a geological repository
for nuclear waste must be limited or avoided. However, the term EDZ is also used for other
types of excavations, for example in mining and hydropower (Malmgren et al. 2007, Wu et
al. 2009, Hao et al. 2016).
The EDZ can be said to summarize a number of effects from the excavation on the
surrounding rock mass. Martino and Chandler (2004) defined the EDZ as “measurable and
permanent changes to the mechanical and hydraulic transport properties of the rock
surrounding the excavation”. Based on studies at the URL in southeastern Manitoba,
Canada, two zones of excavation-affected rock mass have been identified: (1) A zone with
irreversible excavation damage and (2) A zone of excavation disturbance where the
excavation influences the in-situ stresses but no excavation damage is measurable (Martino
and Chandler 2004).
Another definition of the EDZ was suggested by Tsang et al. (2005) as a synthesis of the
presentations and discussions at the 2003 CLUSTER EDZ Conference (Bernier and Davies
2004). This definition divides the zone into an excavation disturbed zone (EdZ) and an
excavation damaged zone (EDZ):
x The EdZ is a zone with hydromechanical and geochemical modifications but without
major changes in flow and transport properties.
5

x The EDZ is a zone in which hydromechanical and geochemical modifications induce
significant changes in flow and transport properties. These changes can, for example,
include one or more orders-of-magnitude increases in flow permeability.
Harrison and Hudson (1997) defined three effects contributing to the development of a
disturbed zone around a tunnel excavation: displacement of rock due to the excavation;
rotation of principle stresses to become parallel to the excavation boundary; and water flow
due to pressure being lowered to atmospheric pressure near the tunnel perimeter. In general,
the damage induced by the excavation method is considered to be included in the definition
of EDZ. Figure 2 shows schematic illustrations of the EDZ around a tunnel excavated by
blasting.

Figure 2. Left: Schematic figure depicting the theoretical and excavated contours as well as the EDZ around
a tunnel excavated by blasting, modified from Andersson and Halen (1978). Right: schematic figure of
potential flow in three sets of blast-induced fractures. Note the difference in fracturing in the column and
bottom charges respectively as well as the blast fractures parallel to the halfpipes (Pusch 1989).

Extensive research on EDZ in hard rock conditions has been conducted in Sweden by the
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co (SKB) and in Finland by Posiva OY.
SKB has been working with research and investigation related to EDZ since the 1980s, first
in the Stripa project (Gray 1993) and later in several projects at the Äspö HRL, include the
ZEDEX project (Emsley et al. 1997), excavation of the experimental tunnels TASQ (Olsson
et al. 2004) and TASS (Karlzén and Johansson 2010). All of these tunnels were excavated
with cartridge explosives. In TASS a more extensive study related to blast damage in the
tunnel wall was conducted (Olsson et al. 2009) and the findings indicate that the damaged
zone around the tunnel was not continuous along the tunnel. In 2014 EDZ investigations
were conducted in an experimental tunnel excavated at 410 m depth in Äspö HRL. The
6

study focused on hydraulic connectivity in the EDZ (Ericsson et al. 2015). In Finland,
several studies have been conducted, including blast fracture mapping and geophysical
investigations with Ground Penetration Radar (GPR) (Mustonen et al. 2010) and (Kantia et
al. 2015). EDZ investigations in crystalline rock have also been conducted at the
Underground Research Laboratory (URL) in Canada (Martino and Chandler 2004, Read
2004). Most of the studies have focussed on developing definitions, characterizing the
extension or study factors that influence the EDZ. However, how different approaches in
blast design influence the transmissivity in the EDZ is still not completely understood.

2.2 Methods for prediction and investigation of excavation damage
There are several methods available to estimate the extent of blast damage. One category of
such methods is based on Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) (Holmberg and Persson 1977,
Holmberg and Persson 1978, Bastante et al. 2012).
These models use the assumption that the stress in a medium is proportional to particle
velocity and an approximation between PPV, explosive charge and the distance to a
measurement point can be made (Bastante et al. 2012). The PPV and thus the peak stress in
the rock material occurs when the entire rock mass between the blast hole and the free
surface is set in motion after the tensile wave is reflected from the free surface. The
surrounding rock mass contains a number of weakness planes that each can sustain a
different level of PPV (Persson et al. 1993). Blast damage can be assessed based on the
knowledge that the rock material breaks if the velocity exceeds a certain threshold level.
The first systematic studies on blast damage in Sweden were conducted by Sjöberg et al.
(1977). Drill cores were taken out from the roof of road tunnels excavated in granite.
Blasting had been carried out with different charges with measured PPV of 700-1000 mm/s.
Damage was defined as at least two fresh fractures per borehole meter.
Olsson and Ouchterlony (2003) suggest a method for estimating the length of the longest
blast fracture by means of an uncorrected fracture length, modified by correction factors for
specific geological, geometrical and initiation conditions, Eq 1.
ܴ = ܴ ή ܨ ή ܨ௧ ή ܨ௩ ή ܨ

(Eq. 1.)

Where Rco is uncorrelated fracture length, Fh is the correction factor for hole spacing, Ft
correction factor for spread in initiation time, Fv is a correction factor for wet holes and Fb is
a correction factor for rock type and fracturing. The uncorrected fracture length is calculated
based on decoupling ratio, charge concentration and VOD.
Ouchterlony et al. (2010) summarized several previously conducted studies and calculated
theoretical fracture length based on field tests, both with cartridge and emulsion explosives.
Initiation with both pyrotechnical and electronic detonators used simultaneously was tested
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with the purpose to create a blast damage table, which in a modified version is included in
AMA-17 (Svensk byggtjänst 2017).
Methods for investigation of excavation damage include direct methods where induced
fractures or conductivity in the EDZ are directly mapped or measured. Indirect methods
include geophysical methods such as seismic methods, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)
and Acoustic Emission (AE) (Emsley et al. 1997, Siren et al. 2015, Ericsson et al. 2015).
Direct methods to investigate blast damage can be made by diamond sawing to expose the
rock near a blast hole (Olsson 2000) or logging of core holes drilled into the tunnel wall
(Sjöberg et al. 1977, Fu et al. 2013, Van Eldert et al. 2016).
Van Eldert (2017) compared and discussed a number of different methods for
characterization of overbreak and EDZ, including both direct and indirect methods. A
conclusion from the comparison was that most indirect methods such as PPV, scaling time,
loading tonnage and time, can only give a rough estimation of excavation damage or
overbreak. On the other hand, direct methods, for example, core drilling, P-wave
measurements and cavity scans, give more accurate estimates but are relatively costly and/or
time consuming to apply.
Most of the above-mentioned methods require some degree of interpretation. This is
especially the case with the indirect methods. The possibilities to directly measure blastinduced damage seems to be limited to the mapping of induced fractures. However, this
may not describe the full influence from the excavation method on the remaining rock.

2.3 Fractures induced by blasting
Several authors have studied the influence of blast design and geology parameters on macro
fracturing induced by blasting. In most cases, this has been conducted by applying a dye
penetrant near a borehole halfpipe after an investigation slot was opened into the blasted
rock surface. Figure 3 shows a sketch of radially developed blast fractures around a blast
hole.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of radial fractures around a blast hole, after Whittaker et al. 1992. Modified
in Saiang (2008).

8

Persson et al. (1993) stated that in order to explain the extent of damage to the remaining
rock it is necessary to study the character, strength, orientation, size and frequency of
natural fractures. Natural fractures can both extend and limit the length of blast fractures.
Open natural fractures have been observed to extend the length of individual blast fractures
up to 100% (Ouchterlony and Olsson 1998, Ouchterlony et al. 1999). At the same time,
natural fractures in the surface rock can act as barriers to blast fracture extension where only
about one third of them are able to cross open natural fractures (Olsson and Ouchterlony
2003).
Properties of the rock material will influence the fracturing process. Important factors are
strength properties, degree of brittleness and presence of micro cracks as well as the
confinement of the material (Persson et al. 1993). The microstructure can also influence the
development of fractures. There are indications that grain size and texture of the rock type
influence blast-induced fractures. As grain size increases, the grain boundaries become less
isolated and can link up to facilitate fracture extension (Atkinson 1987). Non-cubic brittle
ceramics, similar in behavior to rock materials, become more resistant to fracture as grain
size increases up to a critical grain size where further increase in grain size leads to a
reversal of this trend (Rice and Freiman 1981). Field observations have been made in
blasting by Nyberg et al. (1999) where few larger blast fractures were observed in magnetite
ore relative to other rock types.
Field tests summarized by Olsson (2000) concluded that hole spacing has an influence on
blast fracturing. Blast fracture length increased with increased hole spacing and the blast
fracturing changed appearance when hole spacing was increased from 0.8 m to 1.2 m. From
being composed of isolated radial blast fracturing around individual holes, longer fractures
appeared that almost connected the holes. The observed fractures were parallel to the tunnel
perimeter and located 10-15 cm into the rock mass. The field tests were conducted with
simultaneous initiation by means of electronic detonators. On the other hand, Seccatore et al.
(2015) found little or no influence due to increased hole spacing from 0.8 to 1.4 m in a slope
excavated in good-quality rock mass. The results were evaluated by observation of
remaining visible halfpipes and no blast fractures were mapped. The influence by variations
in burden has been found to have only a limited effect on blast fracture length (Drevland
Jakobsen et al. 2012, Olsson and Ouchterlony 2003).
Langefors and Kihlström (1978) suggested that for cautious blasting, the delay time
between blast holes should be kept as small as possible. This has been validated in field
tests, indicating that simultaneously initiated (delay time <1 ms) decoupled small contour
charges, applied in dry holes, has a damage suppressing effect compared to conventional
pyrotechnic initiation (Ouchterlony et al. 2010). Fu et al. (2013) conducted a study where
the result from pyrotechnical initiation at the same interval was compared with single
initiation (each contour hole detonated at separate intervals) by means of electronic
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detonators. The findings were that electronic detonators in this case caused less damage
(expressed as P-wave velocity) to the remaining rock.
Influence from deviation in drilling is rarely quantified in the literature but often stated to be
an important parameter to limit blast damage and overbreak (Cunningham and Goetzsche
1990, Aijling et al. 2014). Ivanova (2015) conducted field tests to determine the influence
from drilling deviation on blast damage and fragmentation. A conclusion was that drill hole
deviation, to some extent, influences the length distribution and number of blast-induced
fractures.
Results from field tests conducted in granite suggest that water-filled holes could increase
the blast fracture length 3 to 4 times for decoupled contour charges (Olsson and
Ouchterlony 2003, Ouchterlony and Olsson 1998).
There are indications that the bottom charge could influence blast fracturing also in the
column charge part of a blast hole. Field tests reported by Bjarnholt et al. (1988) showed
increased borehole pressures in blast holes with larger bottom charges.
Based on the literature, the development of blast fractures is influenced by several
parameters related to both blast design, applied explosive, geology, technology and
accuracy of drilling and charging as well as site conditions. A summary of blast design and
site condition parameters that have been found to influence blast-induced fracturing, is
presented below:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Charge concentration
Velocity of Detonation (VOD)
Decoupling ratio
Hole spacing
Initiation method
Drilling precision
Geology and natural fractures
Grain size and texture
Water in holes
Borehole pressure
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2.4 Quality control in tunnel projects
When discussing excavation damage, this is often expressed in the terms of overbreak.
There are several indexes that have been developed that can be used to quantify the quality
of tunnels excavated by drill and blast, for example the Half Cast Factor (HCF) and Tunnel
Contour Quality Index (TCI) developed by Kim (2009). HCF is the calculated rate of visible
halfpipes after excavation. TCI is based on overbreak calculations and has also been
expanded to include construction cost (Kim and Bruland 2015).
Mancini et al. (1996) defined two parameters that determine quality in blasted tunnels, (1)
advancement efficiency and (2) overbreak. Overbreak leads to an increased cost for
mucking in both mining and civil tunnels, and in civil tunnels a larger overbreak will also
increase the volumes of concrete needed for the installation of a concrete lining.
High overbreak values do not necessary indicate inadequate drilling quality since the
contour also is influenced by the rock mass quality (Cunningham and Goetzsche 1990,
Mancini et al. 1996, Kim and Bruland 2009). However, drilling deviations can influence
development of blast-induced fracturing in the remaining rock (Ivanova 2015).
Today, excavation by drill and blast includes several manual work steps that are dependent
on the skill of operators. Mancini et al. (1996) and Kantia et al. (2017) observed that
operators tend to view the blast design as a suggestion rather than a design and therefore
modify it based on their own personal experience. Karlzén and Johansson (2010) discussed
the importance of involving operators in the quality work to ensure that drilling and
charging are executed according to the contract. The important factors are that enough time
is allowed for critical work steps, such as drilling and charging, and that the importance of
precision in drilling and charging is communicated to the operators with the encouragement
of the construction management (Aijling et al. 2014).
A survey intended for tunnel workers in Sweden was performed by Aijling et al. (2014).
Several of the participants considered that they had poor knowledge of modern drilling
jumbos and a significant proportion (26%) stated that they had not received adequate
education on how to operate a modern computer controlled drill jumbo.
Field tests during the construction of road tunnels have been conducted in Norway by the
Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Kirkeby 2011). The focus of these trials was to
test different blast designs in order to increase contour quality and limit blast damage. The
Norwegian National Rail Administration also conducted trials related to contour quality in
the Jarlsberg tunnel in Tønsberg (Jensen and Hansen 2010). The results showed that reduced
charging, divided among more holes and focus on drilling precision resulted in a smoother
contour with less overbreak. A further conclusion was that emulsion explosives have several
benefits such as a more effective charging procedure. However, it is not optimal for
charging of contour holes as it often leads to overcharging, both in the column and bottom
charge.
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3 Research methodology
This thesis is based on a literature review, a case study on quality control and a number of
field investigations. The literature review included academic publications, technical reports
and guidelines. The general research procedure is described in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Schematic description of the research procedure.

Field investigations were conducted in order to collect data for further multivariate
statistical analysis. Information on blast design, explosives and other site conditions were
documented. Investigation slots were excavated by diamond sawing in the walls and at
some of the sites also in the floor of the tunnels. Natural fractures and blast fractures from
visible halfpipes were mapped in the slots and digitalized. The collected data set, including
design and geology variables as well as corresponding result variables describing blast
fracturing, was analyzed with statistical methods.

3.1 Fracture mapping in investigation slots
Fractures directly induced by blasting can be mapped in sections with visible blasting
halfpipes, by excavating investigation slots in the tunnel contour. This method was applied
at all sites. To excavate slots in the tunnel wall or floor, diamond sawing technology was
used. A dye penetrant was applied to the slot surface before mapping to improve visibility
of the fractures.
By definition, blast fractures do not have filling (mineral, clay material etc.). They extend
radially from the borehole and can often be observed as a number of short fractures near the
borehole perimeter. Natural fractures may have filling. They can be open, partly open or
13

closed. Some natural fractures may have been partially opened by the blasting itself, a
change in rock mechanical conditions due to the excavation or through the opening of the
investigation slots. There are also completely open natural fractures. The latter may have
been formed due to the change in stress conditions induced by the excavation of the tunnel.
Both natural and blast fractures were mapped and digitalized. From the digitalization,
fracture length and frequency could be measured for each blasting halfpipe using Adobe
IllustratorTM CS6. Figure 5 depicts an excavated investigation slot in a tunnel wall and
Figure 6 shows a conceptual illustration of an investigation slot surface with blast fractures
extending radially from a blast hole halfpipe.

Figure 5.

Conceptual figure showing the slot
surface in a tunnel wall with marked
natural fractures.

Figure 6.

Conceptual figure showing the
slot surface in a tunnel wall near a
blast hole halfpipe.

3.2 Statistical methods
The data set collected from the test sites includes a number of design and geology variables
as well as corresponding result variables, such as blast fracture length and frequency for
each individual contour hole. The combined data sets from all sites have been analyzed
using multivariate data analysis by means of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The
multivariate analysis was done with SIMCATM Version 14. Two sample T-test, Test for two
variances and regression analysis were conducted with the statistics software MinitabTM.
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3.2.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA was first formulated in statistics by Pearson (1901), who defined the analysis as
finding lines and planes of closest fit to systems of points in space. Different methods exist
for the calculation of principal components. The aim of PCA is to find directions in the data
space that indicate typical features that may not be visible from individual variables. It is
used for simplification of data tables, noise reduction, outlier detection, correlation
evaluation, classification and prediction (Wold et al. 1987).
PCA provides an approximation of data into a data matrix that can be expressed as two
matrices that capture the essential patterns of the data matrix. The analysis estimates the
correlation structure of the variables. The importance of a variable in a PC model is
indicated by the size of its residual variance. Data are often pre-processed by means of
scaling. Figure 7 shows a data matrix decomposed as a sum of PC model matrices and a
residuals matrix.

Figure 7. A data matrix X can be decomposed as a sum of PC model matrices and a residuals matrix r. The
PC model matrices can be seen as consisting of outer products of a score vector p and a loadings vector t.
Modified after Wold et al. (1987).

Additional principal components are created from the model residuals. The NIPALS
algorithm (Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares) is commonly used to calculate the
principal components. The algorithm calculates the principal components one at a time by
means of iteration (Wold et al. 1987). The NIPALS algorithm was first outlined by Fisher
and MacKenzie (1923) and further developed by Wold (1966).
In Figure 8, a data matrix (X) is represented by a swarm of points in a space spanned by
three variables. The PC scores of an object is its orthogonal projection on the PC line. The
loadings are the projection of variables as direction of the PC. The residuals (r) are the
distances between the projection on the PC and the data points.
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Figure 8. A graphical example of a PCA with three variables and one Principal Component. Data points
from the data matrix (X) is projected onto the PC. Modified after Wold et al. (1987).

The results from a PC model are best interpreted graphically by plotting the scores and
loadings vectors. The scores and loadings plots can be described as windows onto which the
data are projected to give a picture of their configuration. The score plot shows the data
structure with respect to objects (similarities, outliers). The loadings plot shows the data
structure with respect to the variables (correlation, influence). Variation is described by Sum
of Squares (SS). For each PC, explained variance (R2) is SSPC/SStot (Expressed as %).
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4 Description of test sites
Within the framework of this thesis, blast fractures have been mapped in two experimental
tunnels in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) and in a waste water tunnel under
construction in Kista, Stockholm. At both sites, excavation was conducted with the same
type of pumpable emulsion explosives. Additional data were obtained from Sandvik’s Test
Mine in Tampere, a road tunnel near Tanumshede and a subway depot in Norsborg,
Stockholm, Figure 9. The tunnels were excavated with different requirements, where the
experimental tunnels in Äspö HRL and in Sandvik’s Test Mine applied cautious blasting.
The other tunnels were excavated with more conventional requirements.

Figure 9. Location of the tunnel sites in Sweden and Finland. 1) Äspö HRL, 2) Gerum tunnel in
Tanumshede, 3) Kista tunnel, 4) Subway depot in Norsborg and 5) Sandvik’s Test Mine in Tampere.

4.1 Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL)
The Äspö HRL has been developed by SKB for research and development of technology
required for the construction and operation for a final repository for spent nuclear fuel. The
facility, located under an island in south eastern Sweden, was constructed in the 1990s down
to a depth of 450 m under the Baltic Sea. The bedrock at Äspö consists of diorite,
intersected by granitic and pegmatite dykes. In 2012 the HRL was expanded with 308
meters of new main and experimental tunnels at the -410 m level. In total, two new main
tunnels and several large niches were excavated. Some of the niches had a cross-section area
of 19 m2, similar to the KBS-3 deposition tunnels in SKB’s planned repository for spent
nuclear fuel. The excavation works at Äspö HRL provided an opportunity to apply
strategies for blast design and quality control measures in order to demonstrate and verify
methods for tunnel excavation aiming at limiting the EDZ. This included application of
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cautious blasting and documentation of the excavation works. Figure 10 shows the layout of
the main tunnel TASP and the experimental tunnels TAS02, TASN, TAS04 and TAS05.

Figure 10. Layout of the access tunnel and related experimental tunnels.

4.2 Kista tunnel
With the construction of new residential areas in Kista, the waste water system was in need
of an expansion and new sewer pipes were to be placed in a 1.2 km long tunnel at shallow
depth. In the test sections charging was conducted with larger charge concentrations and
investigation slots were excavated in both the main tunnel and in a turning niche.
The rock mass in the area is dominated by gneiss-granite with pegmatite dykes. A number
of fracture zones with a main NW strike are located in the area as well as zones striking NS,
WNW and NNE. The rock mass in the tunnel is fractured, especially in sections with lower
overburden.

4.3 Norsborg subway depot
Investigations were conducted during construction of a tunnel for a subway depot in
Norsborg, Stockholm. The tunnel is part of a service facility garage for subway trains.
When finished, the facility will be able to hold up to 17 train sets and will be connected to
the nearby subway station. The overburden varies between 18 and 37 meters and the
geology consists of granite of medium grain size. Clay-filled fractures and zones of calcite
appear occasionally, and the rock mass is fractured at a spacing of 20 cm for the dominant
joint set.
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4.4 Sandvik Test Mine
A project was conducted in Sandvik’s Test Mine in Tampere with the purpose of studying
the extension of the EDZ by means of geophysics and fracture mapping. The test mine is
divided into two main levels with about 4 km of tunnels in total. An experimental tunnel of
25 m length was excavated at 36 m depth using both cartridge and, in two of the rounds,
pumpable emulsion explosives. The rock type in the test tunnel is a porphyritic, medium to
coarse grained granite and the rock mass is fairly homogenous, massive and mostly sparsely
fractured (Kantia et al. 2015). Location within the facility and scanned geometry of the
tunnel is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Location (Left) and scanned geometry of the experimental tunnel (right) (Kantia et al. 2015).

4.5 Gerum tunnel
The Gerum tunnel is a 250 m long road tunnel on the expansion of the E6 highway between
Pålen and Tanumshede on the Swedish west coast. The dominant rock type is medium
grained Bohus-granite with veins of pegmatite. The sparely fractured rock mass is blocky
with the dominant joint-sets dipping steeply to vertically.
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5 Results
5.1 Quality control
The basic principle of the requirements applied at the Äspö HRL expansion project was to
ensure precision in drilling and charging as well as simultaneous initiation of the contour
holes. The use of electronic detonators for this purpose was a part of a previously successful
strategy for cautious blasting applied at the Äspö HRL (Christiansson et al. 2009,
Christiansson and Karlzen 2010). The tolerances that were stipulated for drilling are
presented in Table 2 and for charging, Table 3.
Table 2. Tolerances for drilling.
Tolerances for drilling

Radial deviation

Allowed collaring deviation for contour and helpers

± 7 cm

Allowed deviation in the theoretical endpoint for contour holes

± 20 cm

Table 3. Tolerances for charging with string emulsion in the different hole types. The average length of
the bottom charge was 0.2 m with 0.4 kg in contour holes and 0.5 kg in helpers and bottom holes.
Tolerances were set based on what the equipment delivered during calibration before the start of the
project.
Hole type

Charging tolerances

Contour

± 0.05 kg/m

Helpers and bottom

± 0.05 kg/m

Production

± 0.10 kg/m

Cut*

± 0.10 kg/m

*Fully charged hole

To drill the rounds, a two-boom drill jumbo equipped with software for registration of
MWD-data and positioning was used. The jumbo was delivered factory new at the
beginning of the project to enable the best possible conditions for drilling precision. The
software enabled visualization of the drilling log including positioning and MWD data.
Equipment for mechanized charging was used for mixing, pumping and control of a twocomponent emulsion explosive used in all blast holes. After inserting the charging hose into
the borehole, a retractor unit was used to pull it out with a constant speed creating a
decoupled string of the emulsion explosive. This enabled high precision in the charging
works.
The charging unit was calibrated once per month with the target density 1.0 kg/dm3.The
mass of charged emulsion for each hole was registered in chronological order by a charging
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logger. With the aid of a charging sequence, the amount of explosives in each individual
hole could be traced from the charging log. Initiation of the contour holes was conducted
with electronic detonators of the type i-Kon VS. Using this type of initiation, a time
deviation between detonators in the same intervals of <1 ms could be achieved. The
production holes were initiated using pyrotechnical detonators from the Nonel LP system.
The process for quality assurance that was applied in the project included control of each
step in the excavation cycle as well as control that the functional requirements were
successfully fulfilled. The work process was observed with the aid of logger data from the
drilling jumbo and charging equipment as well as control of the tunnel geometry using
photogrammetry and field inspections (Ittner and Christiansson 2014). A schematic
illustration of the suggested process is presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Process for quality assurance, applied in the Äspö expansion project. Each control activity was
described in detail in one of total 6 control plans. The control plans included a short description, frequency of
the control, how the activity was documented and responsible person for each activity. Modified from Ittner
and Christiansson (2014).

The evaluation of the results from charging was carried out based on the charging and
drilling logs. In order to combine the registered length from the drilling log with amount of
charged explosives from the charging log the sequence of charging was also needed.
Charging of the contour and helper holes was done in a specific order so that the charging
log could be used to control that the tolerances on charging in accordance to Table 3 were
met. Figure 13 shows an example of control of charging in the contour holes of round 1 in
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TAS04 with sequence of charging together with calculated charge concentrations for the
corresponding contour holes.
[kg/m]
0,50
0.50
0,40
0.40
0,30
0.30

0.20
0,20
0.10
0,10
0.00
0,00
Contour holes 1-27

Figure 13. Order of charging of the contour holes, round 1 TAS04 and logged amount of explosives in each
hole (1 – 27 are the contour holes) for the first round in TAS04. Tolerances, ± 0.05 kg/m, are shown together
with the design charge concentration, 0.35 kg/m.

Follow-up on drilling precision was done with the aid of drill logs. Results from the followup on drilling precision in the end of contour holes in the eight blast rounds of TAS04 was
that 88% of the contour holes met the requirement of a maximum deviation of ± 20 cm from
the theoretical endpoint (Table 2). The mean values of charged explosives per meter for the
string charged hole types are presented in Table 4 together with the specific charge.
Table 4. The mean values of charged explosives per meter and specific charge for the hole types
charged with string emulsion in TAS04. Design value for specific charge is 2.63 kg/m3. Design charge
concentration was 0.35 kg/m for contour holes and 0.5 kg/m for floor and helper holes.
Round

Contour [kg/m]

Helpers [kg/m]

Floor [kg/m]

Specific charge [kg/m3]

1

0.35

0.56

0.55

3.11

2

0.34

0.51

0.48

2.95

3

0.34

0.51

0.52

2.83

4

0.33

0.49

0.49

3.07

5

0.32

0.52

0.47

2.82

6

0.34

0.49

0.51

2.77

7

0.31

0.52

0.57

2.84

8

0.31

0.50

0.56

2.84

Mean (overall)

0.33

0.51

0.52

2.90

STDV

0.014

0.021

0.036

0.12
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The observation by Kirkeby (2011), that overcharging is common with emulsion explosives,
seems to apply to the overall result from charging. The mean specific charge was found to
be 2.9 kg/m3, which is higher than the designed specific charge of 2.63 kg/m3 i.e. the blast
rounds were overcharged by more than 10%. However, based on the mean values presented
in Table 4, the charge concentration in the contour are below the design value while the
helpers and floor holes only exceeds the charging tolerance to some extent in the rounds 1, 7
and 8. Lowest precision is found in the two last rounds in the tunnel. The results suggest an
overall good precision in charging of contour, helper and floor holes for the 8 rounds of
TAS04, set in relation to the tolerances (Table 3).
An explanation that could contribute to the higher values of specific charge, compared to
the design value, could be logging of emulsion waste. There were also no continues followup on cut- and production holes.
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5.2 Blast design and fracture mapping
Charging at the tunnel sites was conducted with two component emulsion explosives,
sensitized and mixed on site. The two components were a matrix of ammonium nitrate
mixed with mineral oil. A gas producer was mixed with the emulsion when charged,
creating gas bubbles in the emulsion and thus reducing the density. Charging was done by
pumping the emulsion into the blast holes using a hose.
Charge concentration was controlled by adjusting the thickness of the emulsion string. The
bottom part of the string charged holes contained a larger charge concentration, primer and
detonator. Figure 14 shows a sketch of a string charged contour hole. Figure 15 shows
charging of contour holes with a retractor unit in the Kista tunnel.

Figure 14.

Conceptual figure depicting a string
charged contour hole.

Figure 15.

Charging with emulsion
explosives in the Kista tunnel.

A summary of the applied blast designs is shown in Table 5. Conventional initiation by
means of pyrotechnical detonators was applied in the Gerum tunnel, the Kista tunnel and the
Norsborg subway depot. The emulsion explosives Kemitti 810 and Riomex UG were used
and the target density was 1.0 kg/dm3.
Table 5. Summary of blast designs applied at the tunnel sites.
Tunnel site
Hole spacing in contour [m] Design charge concentration
[kg/m]

Explosive

1) Äspö HRL

0.5, 0.75 (floor)

Contour 0.35
Floor 0.5

Kemitti 810

2) Gerum tunnel

0.6

Contour 0.35
Bottom charge 1.8

Riomex UG

3) Kista tunnel

0.6

Contour 0.35, 0.8 and 1.2

Kemitti 810

4) Norsborg

0.6

Contour 0.35
Bottom charge 1.8

Riomex UG

5) Sandvik Test Mine

0.4, 0.5, 0.75 (floor)

Contour 0.35, 0.4 and 0.5

Kemitti 810
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Äspö HRL
The experimental tunnels at Äspö HRL were excavated with cautious blasting. Figure 16
shows placement of holes for the experimental tunnels TASN and TAS04. Table 5 presents
theoretical column charge. Specific charge according to the charging plan was 2.63 kg/m3
and theoretic specific drilling was 3.62 m/m3 for 81 round and 4 cut holes (Ø48 and Ø102
mm). Initiation was conducted simultaneously with electronic detonators in the contour and
pyrotechnical shocktube detonators in the rest of the round.

Figure 16. Theoretical drill plan for the experimental tunnels TASN and TAS04. The theoretical section has
an area of approx. 19 m2.

Table 6. Theoretical column charge for the different hole types in TAS04 and TASN.
Hole type
Planned column charge concentration [kg/m]
Contour
0.35
Helpers and floor
0.5
Production holes
1.2
Cut
1.8*
*Fully charged hole.
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Due to requirements on documentation during the Äspö HRL Expansion project, it was
possible to calculate charge concentrations for the contour holes mapped in the slots in
TAS04 and TASN. Charge concentrations were calculated based on the drilling and
charging logs, see Chapter 5.1. Figure 17 shows charge concentration and tolerances for the
mapped contour- and floor holes.

Figure 17. Calculated charge concentrations for planned charge 0.35 and 0.5 kg/m.

As described in Chapter 3, blast fractures radially extending from the halfpipes, natural
fractures and fractures induced by blasting were mapped in the slots. Figure 18 shows an
open slot with interpreted fracture types in the floor of TAS04. Figure 19 depicts ongoing
mapping in a slot in the floor of TAS04 and the wall in TASN.

Figure 18. Investigation slot with interpreted fracture types in section 25.5 m in TAS04 (Ittner and Bouvin
2015).
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Figure 19. Ongoing mapping of a slot in the floor (left) and wall (right) in the experimental tunnels TAS04
and TASN.

Most blast holes mapped in the investigation slots seem to be detonated. One of the mapped
halfpipes in a wall slot in TAS04 showed no blast fractures on either side of the slot and was
not considered detonated.
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Kista tunnel
Figure 20 shows the theoretical drill plan and contour for the Kista tunnel. Table 7 shows
theoretical column charge. Specific charge according to the charge plan was 2.11 kg/m3 and
theoretical, specific drilling was 3.28 m/m3 for 80 round and 4 cut holes (Ø 48 and Ø 102
mm). Theoretical hole length was 5.2 m and look out was 35 cm for contour and floor holes.
Contour holes were collared 20 cm outside the theoretical contour.

Figure 20. Theoretical drill plan for the Kista tunnel. The theoretical section has an area of approx. 23 m2.
Table 7. Theoretical column charge for the different hole types in the Kista tunnel.
Hole type
Planned column charge concentration [kg/m]
Contour
0.35
Helpers
0.5
Cut/Production/floor
*Fully charged hole.

1.8*

Test rounds were charged on ten occasions during spring 2016. In the rounds, four to six
wall holes were string charged with a charge concentration of 0.8 or 1.2 kg/m. Figure 21
shows an example of the experimental setup. From these rounds, sections with visible
halfpipes were identified for excavation of investigation slots. A number of sections with
visible halfpipes from conventional contour charges were also identified for this purpose.
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Figure 21. Experimental setup in section 0/672 m. Holes marked with red were charged with 0.8 kg/m.

An expansion of a turning niche was excavated with charge concentration 1.2 kg/m, Figure
22. A total of seven holes were drilled to a depth of 5.2 m with lookout similar to the rounds.
Five holes (including the floor hole) were charged with 1.2 kg/m and two holes in the
abutment were charged with 0.5 kg/m. Initiation was conducted with Austin Indetshock TS
150 ms and the holes were initiated together with a round in the main tunnel. After blasting
three remaining halfpipes could be identified, from which two were estimated to be fully
detonated. Figure 23 depicts examples of mapping results for the investigation slots in
sections 0/604, 0/623 and 0/635 m.

Figure 22. Five holes (including the floor hole) were charged with 1.2 kg/m in section 0/604 m. Initiation
was done with Indet shock TS 150 ms.
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Figure 23. Mapping with interpretation of the investigation slots in sections 0/604, 0/623 and 0/635 m. The
colours mark different types of fractures. Blast fractures are marked in yellow, natural fractures in green and
blast-induced fractures in blue. The blast-induced fractures in the turning niche section could have been
created as the pressure wave was reflected from the natural fractures, noted N1 and N5 in the slot.

It was relatively challenging to select sections for excavation of slots due to few remaining
halfpipes and fractured rock mass. During mapping, several holes were identified that
appeared not to be fully detonated. These blast holes were mainly those charged with 0.8
kg/m. Blast holes charged with 1.2 kg/m were more satisfying. However, even in those slots
there were undetonated halfpipes. Here there is a difference between the Kista tunnel and
the Äspö HRL, where most of the halfpipes shows signs of detonation. The reason could be
the spread in initiation time between pyrotechnical detonators. There is, for example, a
possibility that a contour hole between two holes that detonate slightly earlier does not have
to do much work in order to break the rock.
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Norsborg subway depot
The theoretical section of the tunnel was approx. 38 m2. Two investigation slots were
excavated with diamond sawing in the tunnel wall, one in the column charge part of the
round and one in the bottom charge part. Figure 24 shows the investigation slots in the test
area at Norsborg.

Figure 24. The investigation slots at Norsborg, showing the column charge to the left and the bottom charge
to the right.

Gerum tunnel
Drill and initiation plan for the Gerum tunnel is shown in Figure 25. Table 8 shows the
theoretical column charge.

Figure 25. Drill and initiation plan for the Gerum tunnel with a theoretical section of approx. 126 m2
(Curtesy of Skanska AB).
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Table 8. Theoretical column charge for the different hole types in the Gerum tunnel.
Hole type
Planned column charge concentration [kg/m]
Contour
0.35
Helpers
1.0
Cut/Production/floor
*Fully charged hole.

1.8*

Figure 26 shows the investigation slots in the tunnel wall. Figure 27 shows examples of the
extent of blast fractures from the column and bottom charge.

Figure 26. The investigation slots at the road tunnel between Pålen and Tanumshede, showing the column
charge to the left and the bottom charge to the right.

Figure 27. Extension of blast fractures from the column charge (above) and the bottom charge (below) from
the Gerum tunnel.
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Sandvik Test mine
The blast design was based on TAS04 (see Figure 16 and Table 6) and altered between
rounds in order to identify parameters that affect the extension of the damaged zone. Results
from mapping of investigation slots in the two rounds excavated with emulsion explosives
(Kemitti 810) are evaluated in this thesis. Different designs were tested, both with electronic
and pyrotechnical detonators (Kantia et al. 2015).
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5.3 Evaluation of fracture mapping
The number of investigation slots and mapped halfpipes are presented for each site in Table
9. Mapped halfpipes include halfpipes with blast fracturing verifying detonation in the blast
hole.
Table 9. Number of slots and mapped halfpipes at each site.
Number of mapped
halfpipes

Tunnel Site

Slots

Äspö HRL

3 slots column charge wall
2 slots column charge floor

20

Gerum tunnel, Tanum

1 slot column charge wall
1 slot bottom charge wall

6

Kista Tunnel

5 slots column charge wall

11

Norsborg

1 slot column charge wall)
1 slot bottom charge wall

10

Sandvik Test Mine, Tampere

2 slots column charge wall
2 slots column charge floor

11

A summary of blast fracture length for each test site is presented in Figure 28. The result
from mapping shows differences in fracture length between the experimental and
conventional tunnels as well as between the column and bottom charge part of the blast
holes. Individual blast fractures in the collected data set have a variation in length from
between a few centimeters up to approximately 40 cm and data from the bottom charge
extend up to approximately 60 cm.
The longest blast fracture from Äspö HRL for the charge concentration 0.35 kg/m and 0.5
kg/m had a length of 24.5 cm and 24.1 cm respectively. The observed distribution of blast
fracture length is shorter for Äspö HRL compared to results from Norsborg, the Kista tunnel
and the Sandvik Test Mine in Tampere. However, the fracture length from the Gerum tunnel
is shorter compared to the other sites. One possible explanation is the difference in the
number of mapped halfpipes for charge concentration 0.35 kg/m, which is larger for Äspö
HRL compared to the other tunnels. Another observation is the long fracture length from
simultaneous initiation compared to pyrotechnical initiation in the Tampere Test Mine,
which contradicts earlier experience. For the contour, this could be explained by a higher
charge concentration for the simultaneously initiated blast holes (0.4 kg/m compared to 0.35
kg/m).
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Figure 28. Blast fracture length for each fracture mapped within the studies in publication II, III, Olsson et
al. (2015) and Kantia et al. (2015).

When the distribution of blast fracture length in the Kista tunnel is compared, the result with
several long blast fractures caused by the low charge concentration is a bit surprising. The
results are, however, comparable with those from the subway depot in Norsborg. Mean
values of number of fractures for each mapped halfpipe is presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Number of fractures for each mapped halfpipe displayed as mean and standard deviation.
Tunnel site and hole type
Tanum contour
Norsborg contour
Äspö HRL contour
Äspö HRL floor and other 0,5 kg/m
Tampere floor (electronic)
Tampere contour (electronic)
Tampere floor (pyrotechnic)
Tampere contour (pyrotechnic)
Kista contour
Kista 0.8 kg/m
Kista 1.2 kg/m
Tanum bottom charge
Norsborg bottom charge

Mean / standard dev. [cm]
3.50/2.12
2.00/1.26
3.00/2.09
5.25/5.19
9.00/2.50/1.00
2.33/1.53
4.67/2.52
3.25/1.71
1.33/0.58
4.50/3.11
12.50/6.24
11.50/7.5
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The number of blast fractures is larger for the bottom charge halfpipes compared to the
column charge. Mean values for the column charge varies between 2 and 4 blast fractures
with the exception of the Tampere floor holes with electronic initiation and the blast holes
in the Kista tunnel charged with 0.8 kg/m. The charge concentration 1.2 kg/m showed the
highest number of fractures in the Kista Tunnel. Around 15 blast-induced fractures were
mapped in the section 0/604 m (Figure 23). These fractures were, however, not classified as
directly blast-induced.
Density of natural fractures, mapped in each slot is presented in Figure 29. There is a
slightly larger fracture density for Äspö HRL and the Kista tunnel compared to the other
sites. Variations in fracture density could be explained by the rock type, for example the
larger fracture density value in the Kista tunnel was mapped in a slot excavated in an area
with pegmatite dykes.

Investigation slot
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Kista Contour
Tampere Contour
Tampere Floor
Tampere Contour
Tampere Floor
Äspö TAS04 Floor
Äspö TAS04 Floor
Äspö TAS04 Contour
Äspö TAS04 Contour
Äspö TAS04 Contour
Äspö TAS04 Contour
Äspö TASN Contour
Äspö TASN Contour
Tanum Bottom charge
Tanum Bottom charge
Tanum Contour
Norsborg Bottom charge
Norsborg Bottom charge
Norsborg Contour
Norsborg Contour

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
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2.2
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Figure 29. Density of natural fractures for each mapped slot side.
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2.4

5.4 Statistical analysis
5.4.1 Data set and variables

Blast designs from the studied sites have been analyzed together with fracture data from
mapping of the investigation slots. Based on the literature (Chapter 2), 8 variables were
defined for further analysis. The data set consists of total 58 observations and selected
variables can be categorized into design, geomechanical and results variables. A description
of the defined variables is presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Description of design, geomechanical and results variables.
Variable

Description
Design variables

Design hole spacing [m]

Hole spacing according to the drill plan.

Design charge concentration
[kg/m]

Planned charge concentration. Bottom charges are regarded as fully
charged holes.
Geomechanical variables

Density natural fractures [m/m2]

Total length of natural fractures per area in the slots.

Density natural fractures near
halfpipe [m/m2]

Total length of natural fractures within 4 drill bit diameters (20x20 cm)
from the halfpipe (A square with the halfpipe centered on one side).
Blast fracture results variables

Number of blast fractures [-]

The number of blast fractures mapped from each individual
halfpipe.

Total blast fracture length [cm]
Min blast fracture length [cm]

Total length of mapped blast fractures from each individual halfpipe.
Minimum length of mapped blast fractures from each individual
halfpipe, the shortest fracture.

Max blast fracture length [cm]

Maximum length of mapped blast fractures from each individual
halfpipe, the longest fracture.

The relation between Design charge concentration and the variables Total blast fracture
length, Number of blast fractures, Max. blast fracture length and Min blast fracture length
is presented in Figure 30 to 31. Figure 32 presents the relation between Total blast fracture
length and Design hole spacing as well as Max blast fracture length and Number of blast
fractures. Figure 33 shows the variables Total blast fracture length and Max blast fracture
length to Density natural fracture near halfpipe.
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Figure 30. Total length and Number of fractures to design charge concentration.

Figure 31. Max and min fracture length to design charge concentration.

Figure 32. Total fracture length to design hole spacing and as well as max length to number of fractures.
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Figure 33. Total fracture length and max fracture length to fracture density at halfpipe.

Based on the figures 30 to 33, the charge concentration seems to have some influence on the
result variables even if the overall correlation coefficient is low and varies significantly
between different result variables (R2=0.6-44.2). The variables Design hole spacing on the
other hand seem to have no correlation to the result variables in the data set. A correlation
between Max blast fracture length and Number of blast fractures can be observed. There is
an indicated negative correlation between both Max blast fracture length and Total blast
fracture length and the variable Density natural fracture near halfpipe. This seems to be the
result of a group of outliers representing bottom charge halfpipes with extensive blast
fracturing and low natural fracture density. When a linear regression is applied, the
correlation is, however, limited to a R2 of 6.1% for the variable Max blast fracture length
and 10.1% for the variable Total blast fracture length.
When charging with string emulsion, charge concentration also influences the decoupling
ratio, if the density of the explosive after swelling and hole diameter is held constant. The
charge concentration variable can therefore be said to include the combined effect of change
in decoupling ratio and charge concentration. Charge concentration does also influence
VOD.
The choice of a multivariate statistical method for evaluation is motivated by the low R2 of
several single variables (Figures 30 to 33) indicating a possibility that a combination of
several input parameters may have higher influence on the result variables. The data set
with 58 observations could be considered to be relatively small for the application of PCA
and additional field investigations would certainly complement the current data, especially
fracture data from column charge concentration between 0.5 and 1.8 kg/m.
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5.4.2 Principal Component Analysis

The collected data set was used to construct a PC model. The model has a total degree of
explained variance of 60.5% for the first two components. A third component explains an
additional 14.3%. The score plot for the first two principal components is shown in Figure
34, and the variable plot for the first two principal components is shown in Figure 35. The
data presented in the score plot can be separated into three different groups, denoted Group
a, Group b and Group c. The majority of mapped halfpipes from blast holes with few
relatively short fractures and low design charge concentration can be categorized into Group
a. Outliers with a single relatively long blast fracture can be categorized into Group b. Blast
holes mapped in the bottom charge are represented by Group c. Some score points between
the groups a) and b) are indicated by halfpipes with relatively few and long fractures. The
score points between groups a) and c) represent blast holes with larger charge
concentrations and more mapped blast fractures, for example the holes charged with larger
concentrations from the Kista tunnel and some of the bottom charge data with fewer and
shorter blast fractures. Floor holes from Sandvik’s Test Mine in Tampere and Äspö HRL
are also represented here.

Figure 34. Scores plot from PCA of the mapped halfpipes from the five sites. Holes from the same site are
marked with the same color in the figure. Group a represents the majority of the mapped halfpipes from
contour holes with few relatively short fractures and low charge concentration. Group b represents outliers
with a single relatively long blast fracture. Group c consists of data from the bottom charge.

In Figure 35, the variables Design charge concentration, Number of blast fractures and
Total blast fracture length are positively correlated. The variable Max blast fracture length
is also relatively well correlated to Design charge concentration. However, in contrast to
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the other result variables, there is a larger influence from the second component for this
variable.
The geology variables Density of natural fractures and Density of natural fractures near
halfpipe tend to have a negative correlation to the results variables Number of blast
fractures and Total blast fracture length indicating a connection between natural rock mass
properties and the induced damage by blasting. The variable Design hole spacing seem to
have limited influence on the results variables and the variable Min blast fracture length is
not found to be correlated to any other variable in the data set.

Figure 35. Loadings plot for the first and second principal component.

The loadings plot for the first and third principal component is shown in Figure 36. It can be
observed that both the natural fracture density variables are to some extent loading on the
third component. In contrast, the variables Design charge concentration and Min blast
fracture length only load on the third component to a limited extent.
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Figure 36. Loadings plot for the first and third principal component.

As can be expected, a larger charge concentration increases the extent of blast fracturing and
a high density of natural fractures decreases blast fracturing to some extent. By observing
the loadings plots (Figure 35 and 36) it can be concluded that Design charge concentration,
Max blast fracture length, Total blast fracture length and Number of blast fractures mainly
load on the first component. The two latter variables load also to a limited extent on the
second and third component. The variable Max blast fracture length loads on the second
and third components to a larger extent compared to the other result variables. The variable
Density natural fractures loads only on the first and third components. However, the
variable Density natural fractures near halfpipe loads on all three components.
The density measure (m/m2) of natural fractures seems to describe a system of natural
fractures to some extent blocking growth of blast fractures. As described by Ouchterlony
and Olsson (1998) and Ouchterlony et al. (1999) natural fractures can both extend and limit
blast fracture length depending on the situation. The findings from the PCA confirm this. A
possible influence on fracture length due to natural fractures could be observed as outliers in
Group b (Figure 34) as well as in the difference in correlation between the variables Max
blast fracture length and Total blast fracture length to Design charge concentration. In
those cases, the fracture length could have been extended by natural fractures or weaknesses
in the rock mass.
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Two of the variables, Min blast fracture length and Design hole spacing, have little
influence on the resulting blast fracturing in the data set. In the case of Design hole spacing
the limited influence could be due to a limited variation between the studied tunnels. Hole
spacing at the studied sites is also short relative to other studies. Olsson (2000) reported a
threshold for hole spacing near 0.8 m where an increase up to 1.2 m resulted in a change in
blast fracture patterns with longer blast fractures, parallel to the tunnel perimeter, as well as
a small increase in blast fracture length due to increased hole spacing from 0.5 to 0.8 m. The
upper limit for design hole spacing in this study was 0.75 m for the floor holes in the
experimental tunnel TAS04 in Äspö HRL and the limited influence is comparable to the
results reported by Olsson (2000) for an increased hole spacing up to 0.8 m.
Due to the fact that bottom charge design was similar at the sites, the influence from
increased borehole pressures in blast holes with larger bottom charges that were reported by
Bjarnholt et al. (1988) should give a uniform influence on the results.
If a PC model is created excluding the variables that have little influence on the resulting
blast fracturing, Min blast fracture length and Design hole spacing, R2 reaches 77% for the
two first components. If an additional component is added, R2 is increased by another 10%.
If the variable Density natural fracture near halfpipe is excluded in addition to the previous
changes, the two first components reach an R2 of 82.7%.
The result from the PCA gives indications on how blast design and geology variables
interact with different aspects of blast fracturing. The result suggests that the second and
third component generally describes variations in the geology while the first component
describes influence from charge concentration and natural fractures on the resulting blast
fracturing. The difference in correlation between the variables Total blast fracture length
and Max blast fracture length could for example be explained with a larger influence from
geological variations on longer blast fractures. The density measure for natural fractures
could also possibly describe rock mass quality of the rock type.
There are several aspects of the blasting process that are not quantified in the PC model and
may explain some of the noise in the data set. Such aspects can be drilling precision
(Ivanova 2015), texture or grain size of the rock types (Atkinson 1987, Nyberg et al. 1999),
orientation of natural fractures in relation to the tunnel (Olsson and Ouchterlony 2003) and
the possibility of water filled blast holes (Ouchterlony and Olsson 1998).

5.4.3 Influence of initiation method

With the purpose of evaluating the influence of the initiation method, blast fracture data
from simultaneous initiation (delay time <1 ms) have been compared with data from
conventional initiation with pyrotechnical detonators. The comparison has been limited to
conventional contour charge concentration, 0.35 kg/m, and data were structured as the result
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variables Max blast fracture length, Total blast fracture length, Number of blast fractures
and Min blast fracture length. The two data sets are similar in size with 16 halfpipes
mapped with simultaneous electronic initiation and 15 with pyrotechnical initiation. Data on
simultaneous electronic initiation are from the experimental tunnels in Äspö HRL. Data on
pyrotechnical initiation are from the Gerum tunnel, the subway depot at Norsborg, the Kista
tunnel and Sandvik experimental tunnel in Tampere. Figure 37 shows results variables Max
blast fracture length, Min blast fracture length and Figure 38 shows Number of blast
fractures and Total blast fracture length for contour holes with simultaneous initiation
(electronic detonators) and conventional pyrotechnical initiation respectively.

Figure 37. Results variables Max blast fracture length (left) and Min blast fracture length (right) for contour
holes with planned charge concentration 0.35 kg/m presented for simultaneous initiation (delay time <1 ms)
with electronic detonators and conventional pyrotechnical detonators respectively.

Figure 38. Results variables Number of blast fractures (left) and Total blast fracture length (right) for
contour holes with planned charge concentration 0.35 kg/m presented for simultaneous initiation (delay time
<1 ms) with electronic detonators and conventional pyrotechnical detonators respectively.
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In order to evaluate if there is a statistical difference between the two data sets, a Two
sample T-test and a Test for two variances were conducted for each of the result variables
with D VLJQLILFDQFH OHYHO RI Į  The statistical hypothesis of the test is that the mean
values and variances in data do not differ between the two data sets.
Results from the statistical tests are presented in Table 12. For the Two sample T-test, the
statistical hypothesis can be rejected for the results variables Max blast fracture length, Min
blast fracture length and Total blast fracture length. For the Test for two variances, the
statistical hypothesis cannot be rejected for any variable.
Table 12. Results from testing the statistical hypothesis that mean values and variance are the same for
each results variable independent of the initiation method.
Variable

Mean values:
Two-Sample T-7HVW Į 

Max blast fracture length

P-Value = 0.001

Variance:
Test for two variances (Levenes
PHWKRG  Į 
P-Value = 0.290

Statistical hypothesis rejected

Statistical hypothesis not rejected

P-Value = 0.013

P-Value = 0.090

Statistical hypothesis rejected

Statistical hypothesis not rejected

P-Value = 1.000

P-Value = 0.945

Statistical hypothesis not rejected

Statistical hypothesis not rejected

P-Value = 0.009

P-Value = 0.153

Statistical hypothesis rejected

Statistical hypothesis not rejected

Min blast fracture length

Number of blast fractures

Total blast fracture length

The initiation method seems to influence max, min and total blast fracture length. This
confirms the findings by Ouchterlony et al. (2010). However, the initiation method seems to
have little influence on the number of blast fractures and variance in the data.
Other factors not included that may influence the results to some extent are geology and site
conditions as well as precision in drilling and charging. One issue is that data on
simultaneous initiation were collected from only one site (Äspö). Additional data from
simultaneous initiation from other sites would be a good complement to the data set. The
data from simultaneous initiation of contour holes from Sandviks Test Mine was not
included in this analysis due to a higher charge concentration compared to the rest of the
data set.
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6 Discussion and concluding remarks
This chapter summarizes how the findings of the thesis are linked to the formulated research
questions.
RQ 1 What are the extension and characteristics of macro fracturing from blasting with
conventional emulsion explosives?
This research has identified three main groups of fracture patterns; blast holes generating
relatively few and short fractures, blast holes generating several longer fractures and blast
holes generating few or a single long blast fracture. The result also presents differences in
fracture length between the column and bottom charge part of the blast holes.
The length of individual blast fractures in the collected data set varies from a few
centimeters up to approx. 40 cm. One exception is the bottom charge part where the length
of the mapped blast fractures extends up to approx. 60 cm. These findings are in line with
an estimated longest fracture length of approx. 40 cm for single and 25 cm for simultaneous
initiation of contour holes based on the blast damage table by Ouchterlony et al. (2010) for
the charge concentration 0.35 kg/m. However, the bottom charge would generate a longest
blast fracture of approx. 175 cm according to the blast damage table. This indicates that
there is a need for an update of the blast damage table for the larger charge concentrations in
the bottom charge.
Requirements defined for the extension of excavation damage in AMA-17 (Svensk
byggtjänst 2017) were fulfilled for column charges but not for bottom charges of all studied
tunnels. Based on this, it should be clarified whether the requirement also applies for
fractures resulting from the bottom charge. Traditionally, the longest blast fracture,
extending from a contour hole, has been used as a definition of the extent of blast damage.
Findings in this thesis highlight a need for a new review of how blast damage is defined and
how requirements are formulated. There is, for example, also the aspect of fracture
frequency, which can vary significantly between blast holes as well as between column and
bottom charge.
RQ 2 How does the blast design influence blast-induced macro fracturing?
Charge concentration was found to be the single most influential design variable and is
more correlated to the total blast fracture length and the number of blast fractures but less
correlated to the longest blast fracture. Simultaneous initiation of the contour holes gave
shorter blast fractures, which corresponds to earlier findings by Ouchterlony et al. 2010.
However, the initiation method was found to have less influence on the number of blast
fractures and variance.
The designed hole spacing, that varied between 0.4 - 0.75 m, had limited influence on blast
fracturing as well as on other variables. One explanation for this may be that the spacing is
short compared to other studies, for example Seccatore et al. (2015) and Olsson (2000),
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were spacing was increased up to 1.2 and 1.4 m respectively. The findings corresponds
reasonably well with the small increase in blast fracture length due to increased hole spacing
from 0.5 to 0.8 m reported by Olsson (2000) for simultaneous initiation and the limited
influence observed by Seccatore et al. (2015). Another explanation is the possible influence
from differences in drilling precision between the sites.
There is reason to assume that the damage zone differs between tunnels excavated with
different initiation methods. There is, for example, a possibility that a contour hole between
two holes that detonate slightly earlier does not have to do much work in order to break the
rock. Based on this, tunnels excavated conventionally with pyrotechnical detonators can be
assumed to have fewer contour holes with fully developed fracturing compared to tunnels
excavated with simultaneous initiation. However, the fracture length could be expected to
be longer for those holes.
RQ 3 To what extent does the rock mass influence blast-induced macro fracturing?
The findings indicate that natural fractures can both extend and limit blast fracture length,
depending on the situation. Results from the PCA show that the number of blast fractures
and total fracture length are more correlated with charge concentration than the length of the
longest fracture. An explanation to this could be that natural weakness in the rock mass
could ease the fracturing, leading to randomness in the extension of longer blast fractures.
This suggests that the longer blast fractures could be more dependent on geology compared
to shorter blast fractures. It could also explain the fracture pattern of the group of outliers
with just a few or a single long blast fracture. The suggested density measure (m/m2) seems
to represent the influence from a system of natural fractures blocking blast fracture growth
to some extent, which is described by Ouchterlony and Olsson (1998) and Ouchterlony et al.
(1999). This indicates a connection between natural rock mass properties and the induced
damage by blasting. The fracture density measure could be considered as a simple measure
of rock mass quality.
There are several rock mass aspects that are not quantified in the PC model and may explain
some of the noise in the data set. Such aspects can be texture or grain size of the rock types,
orientation of natural fractures in relation to the tunnels and the possibility of water-filled
blast holes.
RQ 4 How can quality control measures be applied to limit blast fracturing?
Based on this research, limitation of blast damage can be achieved through limited charge
concentration and simultaneous initiation of contour holes. Charge concentration was found
to be the single most influential design variable for blast fracturing. Therefore precision in
charging is an important factor to be included in quality control measures.
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When compared with the other studied sites, the experimental tunnels excavated in the Äspö
HRL expansion project show shorter mean fracture length. One explanation for this may be
the simultaneous initiation of the contour holes in combination with good precision in
drilling and charging. The increased precision in drilling and charging aimed at limiting
blast fracturing, but this research has not been able to quantify this.
The observation by Kirkeby (2011), that overcharging is common with emulsion explosives,
seems to apply to the overall result from charging in TAS04. However, based on the followup on charge concentration in the contour, floor and helper holes it can be concluded that
high precision in charging with string emulsion can be achieved and documented using
modern logger technology in charging equipment. This indicates that specific charge alone
has limited use as a measure of precision in charging with the aim to limit blast damage.
The methods applied for evaluating the precision and documentation of charging requires
manual processing and interpretation of data. This research has identified the need for
improved logger systems and automated processing software to be able to continuously
follow up logged amounts of emulsion explosive in a production environment.
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7 Further research
Knowledge of the parameters which influence blast damage in the remaining rock has
increased during the last 30 years and this study has found indications on how pumpable
emulsion explosives as well as applications of cautious blasting, impact the remaining rock
during conventional tunnelling. Suggested continuation of the research includes collection
of additional field data to complement the current data set. In particular field investigations,
where larger column charge concentrations are used, could complement the current data.
With the collected data set as a basis, a variation of design and geology variables could be
studied further. For many tunnelling applications the geometry of the excavation is as
important as blast fracturing in the remaining rock. Contour quality is not only influenced
by the blasting method but also by precision in drilling and Human Factors Engineering
aspects. A broader focus of future research could therefore be on how quality in tunnelling
can be understood and increased. Below are three possible areas described for a
continuation of the research presented in this thesis.
Influence from redistribution of rock stress and dynamic load from blasting
During excavation by blasting, the rock mass is subjected to a redistribution of stress as well
as shock waves due to the excavation method. The combined influences of a fast rock stress
redistribution and dynamic load from the detonation on the extension of excavation damage
have not been studied. The influence from variations in geology and blast design parameters
on the hydraulic properties of the EDZ could be in focus for future research.
Behaviour of small decoupled contour charges
An experimental study of the behaviour of smaller decoupled contour charges typically used
in cautious blasting would contribute to the understanding of the blasting process in
tunnelling. This is especially important for emulsion strings as the most commonly applied
contour explosive in Scandinavia and could contribute to the further development of
numerical modelling for blasting. The effect of the bottom charge on fracturing in the
column charge part of a blast hole should also be studied.
Excavation quality in tunnelling projects
The interaction between contour quality, excavation damage, project management and life
cycle cost is an important area of future research. Included in such a study could be
contractual aspects and procurement models for tunnelling projects. Excavation quality
could have a broader impact on the life cycle cost of tunnels in addition to factors such as
rock mass quality. Examples can be the need for maintenance and corrective measures
applied after excavation, or prior to installation of a concrete lining.
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Design and control of the EDZ for a deep repository
in crystalline rock
Henrik Ittner, Tomas Lehtimäki & Rolf Christiansson
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT: Knowledge about the Excavation Damaged Zone (EDZ) is essential for underground construction
design, underground facility layout, work environment issues and analysis of post-closure safety for a final
repository for nuclear waste. The EDZ is defined as the zone around a tunnel where the damage is not reversible.
The EDZ can be caused by the excavation method as well as by the actual strength – stress conditions.
SKB has chosen the Forsmark site for disposal of spent fuel. The site conditions include hard crystalline
rock and fairly high stresses. However, analyzes prior to site selection found that the risk for stress induced
development of an EDZ is limited. The aim of this paper is to outline the blast design concept and quality control
measures to ensure that the excavation method fulfills the requirements. Strategies for blast design and QA/QC
measures for tunnel excavation were applied during construction works for the Äspö HRL expansion 2012.
This provided an opportunity to demonstrate methods for tunnel excavation and verify that requirements on
minimizing the EDZ could be met during the construction of the planned Swedish final repository for spent fuel.

1

INTRODUCTION

Within different R&D projects, the Swedish Nuclear
Fuel and Waste Management Company, SKB have
studied various aspects of a possible generated disturbed or excavation damaged zone (EDZ) around a
deposition tunnel.
In 2011, SKB applied for a license to construct the
final repository for spent nuclear fuel at Forsmark,

Sweden. However some issues remain to be investigated and solved before the planned start of construction, one being related to the tentative development of
a hydraulically connected EDZ.
The Äspö HRL expansion project included the
excavation of two new access tunnels with several
experimental tunnels on the 410 m level. Several of
these experimental tunnels were designed with dimensions similar to the deposition tunnels in a KBS-3
repository for spent fuel.The excavation works at Äspö
HRL provided an opportunity to apply strategies for
blast design and QA/QC measures in order to demonstrate and verify methods for tunnel excavation aiming
at limiting the EDZ.
This paper presents the methods applied for limiting
and controlling the EDZ with focus on the experimental tunnel TAS04, excavated on the 410 meter level at
the Äspö HRL. The tunnel has dimensions according
to the reference design for a deposition tunnel in the
Swedish planned repository for spent fuel, Figure 1.

2 THE KBS-3 METHOD
2.1

Figure 1. Layout of the access tunnel TASP and related
experimental tunnels TAS02, TASN, TAS04 and TAS05. The
theoretical section used for excavation of TASN and TAS04
is also presented in the Figure.

Overview

In the KBS-3 concept, copper canisters with a cast iron
insert containing the fuel are surrounded by bentonite
clay for isolation and mechanical protection (SKB,
2011). The canisters are planned to be deposited in
vertical deposition holes in the floor of horizontal tunnels at 500 m depth in crystalline rock at the Forsmark
site (Fig. 2).
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Table 1. Tolerances for drilling.

Figure 2. Schematics of KBS-3 repository at depth H
below ground surface (left) and with tunnel and canister
spacing py and px, respectively.

2.2

Impact of the EDZ on repository safety

The primary safety function of the barriers of the KBS3 multi barrier system is to isolate the waste. Should
the isolation be breached because of any canister damage, the secondary function is to retard a potential
release of radionuclides from the repository. There
are numerous processes that potentially could influence the retardation safety function, one of them being
the potential flow in an EDZ. Below roughly 100 m
above the repository horizon, the integrated effective
connected hydraulic conductivity of the backfill in
tunnels, ramp and shafts and the EDZ surrounding
them must be less than 10−8 m/s over distances larger
than 20–30 m (SKB, 2011).
The EDZ is the zone closest to the underground
opening that has suffered irreversible deformation and
in which shearing of existing fractures as well as propagation or development of new fractures has occurred.
Spalling, with blocks/slabs detached completely from
the rock mass, will only occur in high-stress situations, whereas damage and disturbance will always
occur due to creation of the underground opening. The
zone of excavation-induced damages and disturbances
and their effects on the long-term safety of a geological repository for spent nuclear fuel in crystalline rock
have been thoroughly studied for several decades.
The Forsmark site has been chosen for the construction of a repository for spent nuclear fuel in Sweden.
The site conditions include hard crystalline rock and
fairly high stresses. Analyzes conducted prior to site
selection has so far concluded that the risk for stress
induced development of an EDZ in deposition tunnels
is limited (SKB, 2009).
As the copper canisters containing the spent fuel
will be placed in the floor of the deposition tunnels,
according to the KBS-3 method, it is important to
verify a limited EDZ in this area. D&B technique
unavoidably causes an EDZ, which may constitute a
hydraulic flow path for radionuclides to release to the
surface.

3 THE REFERENCE CASE
3.1

Scope

New demonstration experiments supporting the technology required for the implementation of the design
of the KBS-3 geological nuclear waste repository

Tolerances for drilling

Radial deviation

Allowed collaring deviation for contour
and helpers
Allowed deviation in the theoretical
endpoint for contour holes

±7 cm
±20 cm

Table 2. Tolerances for charging with string emulsion in the
different hole types. The average length of the bottom charge
was 0.2 m.

Hole type

Charging
tolerances

Bottom
charge [kg]

Contour
Helpers and bottom
Production∗
Cut∗

0.350 ± 0.05 kg/m
0.500 ± 0.05 kg/m
1.800 ± 0.10 kg/m
1.800 ± 0.10 kg/m

0.4
0.5
–
–

∗

Fully charged hole

required construction of two main tunnels and several
large niches at the 410 m level of the Äspö Hard Rock
Laboratory (HRL). The niches had cross-section area
of 20 m2 , similar to the KBS-3 deposition tunnels.
3.2

Requirements

The blast design was based on previous experiences
on successful blast design of an earlier tunnel construction at Äspö HRL (Christiansson et. al. 2009,
Christiansson and Karlzen 2010). The basic principle
is to ensure precision in both drilling and charging.
A reduced charging is important to reduce excavation damage, but this increase the demand on drilling
precision to enable that the explosives are distributed
as planned. In addition, the simultaneous initiation of
especially the contour holes reduces the risk for blast
damage (Olsson and Ouchterlony 2003, Ouchterlony
et. al. 2010). The use of modern electronic detonators
is a part of the previously successful careful blasting
at the Äspö HRL. Therefore the requirements were
stipulated for drilling, Table 1 and charging, Table 2.
4

SITE CONDITIONS

The bedrock at the Äspö HRL consists of diorite,
intersected by granitic and pegmatitic dykes. Typical
mechanical properties for the investigation area are
given in Table 3.
The fracturing consists of three major sets, two
steeply dipping sets oriented NW and NE and a gently
dipping set. The NW trending set is the most dominant
water bearing fracture set at the Äspö HRL site.
The in situ stress condition is described among
others by Christiansson & Jansson (2003). They tested
three different methods for stress measurements in two
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Table 3. Intact rock mechanical parameters derived from
laboratory tests on core samples of Äspö diorite.
Parameter

Mean

Range

Uniaxial compressive strength [MPa]
Crack initiation stress [MPa]
Young’s modulus [GPa]
Poisson’s ratio
Indirect tensile strength [MPa]
Friction angle, intact rock [◦ ]
Cohesion, intact rock [MPa]
Density [kg{m3 ]

211
121
76
0.25
14.9
49
31
2750

187–244
80–160
69–79
0.21–0.28
12.9–15.9

2740–2800

The jumbo was delivered factory new at the beginning
of the project to enable the best possible conditions for
drilling precision. The iSure software enabled visualization of the drilling log including positioning and
MWD data, Figure 3.
A Forcit Nobel Mix Mini-1400-50-11-3A model
was used for mixing, pumping and control of two
component string emulsion. Emulsion was used in all
holes. Strings were applied in the contour, helper and
bottom holes. Production and cut holes were charged
full. After inserting the charging hose into the borehole, a motorized, electronic equipment was used to
pull it out with a constant speed. This enabled high
precision in the charging works. The mass of charged
emulsion for each hole was registered in chronological
order by a charging logger. With the aid of a charging
sequence the amount of explosives in each individual
hole could be traced from the charging log.
Initiation of the contour holes was conducted with
electronic initiators of the type i-Kon VS. Using this
type of initiators a time deviation between initiators
in the same intervals of <1 ms can be achieved. The
production holes were initiated using pyrotechnical
initiators from the Nonel LP system.

6
6.1

Figure 3. Example of visualization of the drilling log from
round 1 in TAS04 with the iSure software. The visualization includes positioning of the holes, theoretical section,
interpreted face structure and MWD data (In this example
Percussion pressure).

orthogonal boreholes at the 450 m level. The major
horizontal stress was estimated to be 24 ± 5 MPa,
likely in the lower range at the 410 m level. The orientation of the major horizontal stress is NW–SE, close
to parallel to the dominant water bearing fracture set.
Christiansson & Jansson (2003), reported the vertical
composant to be in the range of 15–20 MPa and the
minor horizontal to be close to the gravitorial stress,
10–13 MPa. There are however other indications that
the minor horizontal stress and the vertical composant
are quite equal, around 11–13 MPa at the 420–450 m
level.

5

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

For round drilling a two-boom drill jumbo, Sandvik
DT 920i, equipped with the iSure software, was used.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND THE
CLIENT’S CONTROL
Strategies

Precise drilling is important in order to achieve a
smooth contour and to minimize the extension of the
EDZ. With good drilling precision, the charged explosives will detonate according to the design. To achieve
this, reduced feed pressure was applied. In addition,
the surveyor marked the theoretical contour on the face
in order to ensure a good collaring and also as a control
of calibration of the drilling jumbo.
Hole diameter was 48 mm and theoretical hole
length 4.5 m. In practice there was a variation in hole
length as the rounds were drilled to a predefined
reference plane.
The blast design included the approach to minimize
the risk for extension of induced fractures from helper,
cut and production holes. Based on the charging and
drilling logs the contractor’s quality control as well
as the client’s control could be performed. Possible
extension of the EDZ for any modification of the blast
design was evaluated by the client’s supervisor before
acceptance.
Calibration of the drilling jumbo and charging
equipment was of high priority. Calibration of the
charging equipment was performed with tubes of
acrylic glass, Figure 4.
The charging of the contour and helper holes is
believed to have the largest influence on blast damage.
The charging of these holes were done in a specific
order (Fig. 5), so that the charging log could be used
for controlling that the specifications on charging in
accordance to Table 2 was met.
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Figure 4. Calibration of the charging equipment using
tubes of acrylic glass. Note the transition between the bottom
charge and emulsion string.
Figure 7. Results from follow up of the requirement for
drilling precision for the contour holes (hole bottoms) in the
8 rounds of TAS04.

Table 4. The mean values of charged explosives per meter
and specific charge for the hole types charged with string
emulsion in TAS04. Design value for specific charge is
2.63 kg/m3 .

Round

Contour
[kg/m]

Helpers
[kg/m]

Bottom
[kg/m]

Specific Charge
[kg/m3 ]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.35
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.34
0.31
0.31

0.56
0.51
0.51
0.49
0.52
0.49
0.52
0.50

0.55
0.48
0.52
0.49
0.47
0.51
0.57
0.56

3.11
2.95
2.83
3.07
2.82
2.77
2.84
2.84

Figure 5. Order of charging of the contour holes, round 1
TAS04. See Figure 6 for logged amount of explosives in each
hole (1–27 are the contour holes).

6.2

Figure 6. Results from the column charge of the contour
holes in blast round 1 in TAS04. Tolerances, ±0.05 kg/m, are
shown together with the design mass of the string, 0.35 kg/m.

Evaluation of the results from charging was conducted
based on the charging and drilling logs. In order to
combine the registered length from the drilling log
with amount of charged explosives from the charging
log the sequence of charging was also needed.
Figure 6 shows an example of control of charging
in the contour holes of round 1 in TAS04. See Figure
5 for the corresponding contour hole numbering.
Results from the follow up on drilling precision in
the end of contour holes are presented in Figure 7.
In the 8 blast rounds of TAS04 88% of the contour
holes met the requirement of a maximum deviation of
±20 cm from the theoretical endpoint.
The mean values of charged explosives per meter
for the string charged hole types are presented in Table
4 together with the specific charge. The results suggest a general high precision in the charging of string
emulsion in the 8 rounds of TAS04.
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Results

Figure 10. A 2D GPR EDZ output on top of original GPR
data image.
Figure 8. Layout of GPR survey. Line increment was
10 cm resulting in 41 lines.

Figure 9. GPR measurements on the floor in tunnel TAS04.

7
7.1

CONFIRMATION OF THE EXTENSION OF
THE EDZ
Geophysical studies

One measure of the quality of the constructed tunnel
is how well the criteria’s regarding EDZ at the tunnel
surfaces are met. As a part of the quality control GPR
measurements were conducted in TAS04. The tunnel
floor is most significant for long term performance
of the planned repository, and was therefore the only
surface that was investigated.
The GPR survey on the tunnel floor in TAS04
was made using GSSI (Geophysical Survey Systems,
Inc.) SIR-3000 GPR system and 1.5 GHz wide band,
shielded, ground coupled GPR antenna. In data collection antenna was addressed against cleaned and
dried tunnel floor with best possible contact. Measurement was performed in 14 m long lines parallel
to tunnel with an increment of 10 cm covering the
whole width of the tunnel. A total of 41 lines were
measured. Recording of the data was triggered with
calibrated line encoder. Antenna was positioned on
measurements lines using laser liner (Figs. 8–9).
The GPR method is based on electromagnetic
wavefield reflections. The GPR antenna sends an electromagnetic pulse which is affected by the electrical

properties of the media. The signal penetrates, reflects
or bends from electrical boundaries. When reflected,
the signal reaches back to the antenna and a GPR image
is formed. Using high radar frequency the strong signal attenuation is limiting the depth penetration, in this
case to approximately 1 m.
A GPR image analysis is the basic way to study
the excavation effect on the rock mass. Images might
display single cracks and fractured areas. Many of the
fractures are small in size and not in favorable direction
to be detected by GPR as interpretable reflection or
diffraction. Fresh fractures may be slightly difficult
to detect with GPR due to low contrast in electrical
properties.
Excavation also has an effect on the rock material at the mineral grains level and loosening of the
grain boundaries caused by excavation has been noted.
These defects cannot be seen in the GPR images. Information of these features is carried by GPR frequency
content.
The increase in porosity of the rock at the tunnel
surfaces due to increased number of fractures and
loosening of grain boundaries is reducing electrical
resistivity, which affects the GPR signal. On high GPR
frequencies the resistivity is highly dispersive (highly
depending on the frequency). This feature is used when
investigating EDZ using GPR by computing a dispersivity index for a finite block in a moving window
(Silvast et. al. 2010). Dispersivity index is integrated
from amplitude spectrum at selected frequency range
(e.g. 3–8 GHz).
The GPR data can be displayed as profiles (vertical sections) indicating EDZ depth variation along
the line. For presentations it is necessary to limit the
GPR EDZ response with a threshold value. This allows
extracting the volumes of potential EDZ from GPR
data. Used threshold value is based on statistical analysis of previously computed dispersion information
(Figs. 10–11).
Generally the GPR EDZ data collected from TAS04
is of good quality, not only in terms of the EDZ analysis
but also with respect to the GPR images. The resistive
rock is optimal for GPR analysis due to relatively low
attenuation. Cracks and fractured areas can be spotted
even as far as 1 m below the surface. The GPR EDZ
method outputs reveal areas where the EDZ penetrates
deeper than average. These areas are valuable information in evaluation of excavation quality and general
rock damage level.
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Figure 11. GPR EDZ response output from TAS04 as a
topographical map. Darker color represents locations where
EDZ penetrates deeper.

7.2

REFERENCES

Core drilling

A number of 42 cored boreholes have been drilled in
the floor of TAS04, within a stretch of 20 m, in order
to investigate the hydraulic properties of a possible
EDZ. The holes are typically 1 m deep and cover partly
the area surveyed with GPR. Core logging shows only
a few fresh fractures in the upper part of 12 of the
boreholes. These fractures are certainly blast induced.
The holes with open fresh fractures are randomly distributed over the studied area. Almost all boreholes
shows open natural fractures, as well as sealed ones.
It is uncertain if the open fractures was open in-situ or
if they were opened by drilling and core handling.
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enable verification that all requirements related to
post-closure safety are met, this development will
continue.
The results from the geophysical and borehole
investigations indicate that the extension of an EDZ
in the floor in TAS04 is limited. This suggests that
the blast design and the QA/QC procedures during the
excavation works were sufficient to meet the unique
requirement for deposition tunnels in the planned
final repository for spent fuel.
Characterization of hydraulic connectivity in the
EDZ in the 42 boreholes is ongoing. It aims at
verifying that the requirement on limited hydraulic
transmissivity is met.

CONCLUSIONS/DISCUSSION

Based on the experience from the Äspö HRL expansion project it is possible to conclude that high precision in drilling and charging with string emulsion
can be achieved and documented using modern logger
technology in drilling and charging equipments. Further development of the logger systems and processing
software is however needed in order to verify results of
logged emulsion in industrial scale. Evaluation of the
results requires so far manual interpretation in order
to combine data from the drilling and charging logs
by today’s standards. As SKB will have requirements
for tractability in the construction documentation to
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents two recent studies on the extent of blast damage after excavation in crystalline
rock. The Swedish Transport Administration and the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Company (SKB) are both under regulations to limit excavation damage during construction of tunnels.
SKB is also required to limit the Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ), as this could be a potential flow path for
radionuclides in the planned repository for spent nuclear fuel.
Presented in this paper are investigations of blast damage from three tunnel sites, a road tunnel, an
experimental tunnel in Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory and an underground subway depot.
As expected the fractures resulting from the bottom charge are both longer and more frequent then
those mapped in the column charge. The results show that the requirement to limit blast damage
according to Swedish regulations was fulfilled for the column charge at the three studied sites.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Swedish Transport Administration (TRV) and The Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management
Company (SKB) have both recently completed studies related the extent of blast damage from modern
explosives after excavation. SKB studies focused on blast damage from pumpable emulsion explosives
for underground construction (Ittner and Bouvin 2015) and hydraulic connectivity in the EDZ (Ericsson et
al. 2015). TRV had a broader focus with different types of explosives including blasting for both road cuts
and tunnelling with pumpable emulsion explosives. Investigations by means of geophysics were also
conducted (Olsson et al. 2015).
High demands on perimeter control and excavation damage is usually required for underground
constructions with a long operation time, such as public tunnels for transport or underground
repositories for nuclear waste. This paper presents the findings of recent Swedish studies and aims to
discuss the topic in a broader context.

2 BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS
Smooth blasting and a good contour quality can reduce overbreak, save mucking costs and reduce the
long-term need for maintenance in tunnels and underground facilities. In addition, nuclear waste
repositories need to limit the Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ) in order to fulfil requirements on long term
safety related to transport of radionuclides.
In Swedish construction work the allowed damage zone from blasting is regulated. In tunnels the
theoretical blast damage must not exceed 0.4 m in walls and roof (Svensk Byggtjänst 2014). This does
not include induced micro-fractures or redistribution of the stress field around the tunnel, but focuses
on the damaged zone initiated from the blast hole. Earlier a table was used where different explosives
were listed in order of their equivalent linear charge concentration. Comprehensive work has been
conducted by Olsson and Ouchterlony (2003) and Ouchterlony et al. (2010) in order to assemble a table
on the expected damage zone to aid the designer in order to meet requirements to limit blast damage.
It is concluded that coupling ratio (charged diameter/hole diameter), spacing, water in the holes, scatter
in the initiation and the influence of different explosives, together with charge concentration, are some
of the most important factors that affect blast damage in the crushed zone around a blast hole (Olsson
and Ouchterlony 2003).
SKBs requirement for the EDZ is formulated as a limit for the axial transmissivity around the tunnels
in the repository for spent nuclear fuel. The properties of the EDZ in the tunnel floor are of special
concern with respect to the in-floor placement of the vertical oriented canisters in the KBS-3 method:
Excavation damage should be limited and may not result in a connected effective transmissivity
–8
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higher than 10 m /s along at least 20–30 meters of the deposition tunnel and averaged over the
tunnel floor (SKB 2013).

SKB has been working with research and investigation related to EDZ since the 1980s, first in the Stripa
mine and then in several projects at the Äspö HRL. A summary of earlier studies can be found in Jonsson
et al. (2009). Later studies include excavation of the experimental tunnels TASQ (Olsson et al. 2004) and
TASS (Karlzén and Johansson 2010) in Äspö HRL. In TASS a more extensive study related to blast damage
in the tunnel wall was conducted. That study is reported by Olsson et al. (2009).
A discussion of alternative methods for estimation of excavation damage, including core drillings,
GPR and P-wave velocity measurement can be found in the paper by Van Eldert et al. (2016).
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3 MAPPING METHOD AND DEFINITION OF BLAST FRACTURES
Blast fractures, induced by the detonation pressure in the round hole, expand radially from the borehole
and can be mapped after excavation by cutting out a tunnel section with exposed halfpipes. Figure 1
shows the different types of macro-fracturing around a drill and blast excavated tunnel. Figure 2 shows
examples of blast fractures and ongoing mapping. A penetration fluid (Bycotest RP20) was applied to the
rock surface in order to make mapping of small fractures possible.

Figure 1. Conceptual figure showing the different types of macro-fracturing around a tunnel. Modified
from Saiang (2008).

Figure 2. Mapping of blast fractures (left), example of blast fractures from the column charge (middle)
and blast fractures caused from the bottom charge (Right). All photos from the experimental tunnel
TASN at Äspö HRL.

4 BLAST DAMAGE INVESTIGATIONS AT THREE TUNNEL SITES
The field work, conducted at several sites by TRV, includes investigation of blast damage from pumpable
emulsion explosives in two tunnels (Olsson et al. 2015). Additional investigations were conducted at
road cuts, where both mapping of blast fractures and investigations by means of geophysical methods
were conducted. Investigations by SKB was performed in the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory near
Oskarshamn in south east Sweden. The investigations include an extensive study of hydraulic
connectivity in the tunnel floor (Ericsson et al. 2015) and mapping of blast fractures correlated with
charge concentrations (Ittner and Bouvin 2015).
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TRV used refraction seismics at some of the test sites above ground (road cuts) in order to evaluate if
this method could be used to identify blast fracturing in the rock mass. No correlation with the results
from mapping was however found with the applied seismic method (Olsson et al. 2015). Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) was successfully used by SKB to study EDZ in the floor of an experimental
tunnel at Äspö HRL.
Table 1 shows a summary of the input data and extent of the investigations at the three tunnel sites.
Data from the bottom charge was obtained only from Tanumshede and Norsborg. Mapping of blast
fractures was conducted by accessing the saw-cut surfaces on both sides.
Table 1. Summary of the input data from the three tunnel sites.
Tunnel
Number of mapped
Initiation
Planned charge
site
halfpipes in the cuts
system
concentration in
column charge
Column
Bottom
charge
charge
Tanum
2
4
Nonel LP
0.35 kg/m
(pyrotechnical)
Norsborg
6
4
Nonel LP
0.35 kg/m
(pyrotechnical)
Äspö
10
i-kon VS
0.35 kg/m
(TAS04)
(Electronic)

Geology

Medium grained granite
Medium grained granite
Diorite and fine grained
granite

4.1 Investigations in a subway depot at Norsborg
Investigations were conducted in a new tunnel for a subway depot in Norsborg, Stockholm. The tunnel is
part of a service facility garage for subway trains. When finished, the facility will be able to hold up to 17
train sets and will be connected to the nearby subway station. The overburden varies between 18 and
37 meters and the geology consist of granite of medium grain size. Clay-filled fractures and zones of
calcite appear occasionally, and the rock mass is fractured at a spacing of 20 cm for the dominant joint
set.
Two investigation slots were cut out in the tunnel wall, one in the column charge part of the round
and one in the bottom charge part. Figure 3 shows the cut out test area at Norsborg.

Figure 3. The investigation slots at Norsborg, showing the column charge to the left and the bottom
charge to the right.
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4.2 Road tunnel between Pålen and Tanumshede
This investigation was conducted in a 250 m long road tunnel on the expansion of the E6 highway
between Pålen and Tanumshede on the Swedish west coast. Figure 4 shows the investigation slots in the
tunnel wall. The dominant rock type is medium grained Bohus-granite with veins of pegmatite. The
sparely fractured rock mass is blocky with the dominant joint-sets dipping steeply to vertically.
Figure 5 shows examples of the extent of blast fractures from the column and bottom charge in the
road tunnel between Pålen and Tanumshede.

Figure 4. The investigation slots at the road tunnel between Pålen and Tanumshede, showing the
column charge to the left and the bottom charge to the right.

Figure 5. Extension of fractures from the column charge (above) and the bottom charge (below).
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4.3 Investigations at Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory
Blast damage investigations by SKB were conducted in the Äspö HRL. The facility is used by SKB for
research and development of technology required for the final repository for spent nuclear fuel and was
expanded on the -410 m level in 2012 in order to create room for additional experimental tunnels. Three
new main tunnels and 7 new experimental tunnels, with different layouts, were excavated.
For round drilling a two-boom drill jumbo, equipped with MWD software, was used. The jumbo was
delivered factory new at the beginning of the project to enable the best possible conditions for drilling
precision. Charging equipment was used for mixing, pumping and control of a two component string
emulsion. Electronic detonators were used in the contour holes with the aim to limit excavation
damage.
Much effort was invested in the control program for the Äspö HRL Expansion Project in order to
follow-up and document the excavation works. The documentation included follow-up on drilling and
charging precision for each contour hole with aid from field notes and logger data (Ittner and Bouvin
2015 and Ittner and Christiansson 2014). Charge concentrations in individual contour holes were
therefore traceable through the charging log.
The blast damage investigation was conducted in five slots located in the wall and floor of the
experimental tunnels TAS04 and TASN. The two tunnels have the same dimensions as a deposition
tunnel in the planned repository and were therefore selected for this study. Figure 6 shows the slots
excavated in the wall of TAS04, from which the results are included in this paper.

Figure 6. Work site in TAS04, Äspö HRL (left) and the investigation slots in the wall of TAS04 (right).
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In order to study hydraulic conductivity in the EDZ of the tunnel floor, 42 cored boreholes have been
drilled in TAS04, within a stretch of 20 m (Ericsson et al. 2015), Figure 7. Most of the holes are 1 m deep,
with seven of them drilled to approximately 2 m depth. The floor has also been surveyed with high
frequency GPR. In addition GPR measurements were performed in 41 parallel sections, at a spacing of
10 cm, see Figure 8.
The results show a longest measurable connectivity (T>10E-9 m2/s) in the tunnel floor of 3 to 4 m.
Results from this study indicate that the damage zone resulting from the bottom charge is limited to
approximately 0.5 m. This also suggests a limited extension of the EDZ.

Figure 7. Hydraulic connectivity in the tunnel floor of TAS04, Äspö HRL (Ericsson et al. 2015).

Figure 8. Interpreted reflectors from GPR measurements in the tunnel floor (Ericsson et al. 2015).
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5 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A summary of the results, in terms of fracture length and frequency, from the three sites are presented
in Figure 9. Fracture frequency is given for each mapped halfpipe, reflecting the intensity of blast
fractures extending radial from a contour hole in the tunnel wall. The plots displaying fracture length
includes all mapped data from each site, for column charge and bottom charge respectively.

Figure 9. Summary of results from the column charge (left) and bottom charge (right). The plots
display maximum, minimum and median values of fracture frequency and fracture length for each
mapped halfpipe. Note that no data from the bottom charge was obtained from TAS04. The depth of
EDZ from the bottom charge in TAS04 is estimated to be 0.5 m by Ericsson et al. (2015).
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in Figure 9 shows a large spread in both fracture length and frequency, for both
the column and bottom charge.
As expected, the fractures resulting from the bottom charge are both longer and more frequent
then those mapped in the column charge. There are some notable differences between the sites.
Mapped blast fractures in TAS04 are both more frequent and shorter than those mapped in Norsborg.
This could be an effect of geology in combination with the different initiation systems that were used.
Based on earlier experience, electronic detonators are known to limit excavation damage if they are
used to initiate contour holes simultaneously (Olsson and Ouchterlony 2003).
The extent of blast damage from the bottom charge is estimated to be 0.5 m by Ericsson et al.
(2015) for TAS04. This result is close to the findings from Tanum and Norsborg presented in this study.
The results indicate that the requirement for blast damage to extend no more than 0.4 m was
fulfilled for the column charge but not for the bottom charge. Based on this, it should be clarified
whether the requirement also applies for fractures resulting from the bottom charge.
Pumpable explosives are the most common technique in Sweden for tunnelling. The presented
study has shown that it is possible to achieve the requirement using this charging technique. Key
questions remaining are how requirements should be expressed in construction documents and
contracts as well as how to perform inspection during construction.
Few clients of tunnel projects conduct follow-up assessment of whether the requirements were
met, even though the requirements are stated in the contract. One reason is that it is difficult to
conduct follow-up, as there are few options except to cut out a section in the tunnel wall to map the
blast fractures directly. The information obtained from measurements with geophysics could be used to
complement mapping, but interpretations remain subjective. Further development of the use of
geophysical methods to verify the extent of the EDZ is therefore desirable.
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ABSTRACT: A quality factor that can decrease the need for rock reinforcement and maintenance in
underground facilities is limitation of blast damage in the tunnel contour. This paper presents results
from a project initiated by the SKB and Forcit Sweden AB to investigate the extent of blast damage
from emulsion explosives. The investigations were conducted at two tunnel sites in Sweden, Äspö
HRL and a wastewater tunnel under construction in Kista. The tunnels were excavated with the same
technology for mechanized charging but with different purposes and quality requirements. Results
from the presented project include fracture mapping of the excavated slots, blast fracture length and
frequency, calculated charge concentration for mapped blasting halfpipes in the slots at Äspö HRL
and measurements of VOD (velocity of detonation) in the wastewater tunnel in Kista and the
Kankberg mine.
1 INTRODUCTION
To limit blast damage in the tunnel contour is an
important quality factor that can decrease the
need for rock reinforcement and maintenance in
underground facilities. This issue is also of
importance for the long-term safety of
underground repositories for spent nuclear fuel.
A project was initiated by the Swedish
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Co (SKB)
and Forcit Sweden AB to study blast damage
from emulsion explosives. This paper presents
results from investigations conducted in the
framework of the project at two tunnel sites.
The sites included two experimental tunnels in
Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory (HRL) and a
wastewater tunnel under construction in Kista,
the Kista tunnel.
The tunnels were excavated with the same
technology for mechanized charging but with
different purposes and quality requirements. As
a part of this approach, electronic detonators
were used in the contour holes to ensure
simultaneous initiation at Äspö HRL and the
construction process was documented to a high
level of detail compared to conventional
tunnels, including follow up on charge
concentration with the aid of registered data

from the drilling and charging logs (Ittner et al.,
2014). The investigation of blast fractures is
reported by Ittner and Bouvin, 2015.
In the Kista tunnel the investigation was
conducted as a field test during construction.
During the test, the charge plan was modified
with increased charge concentration in the wall
in a number of rounds. The tunnel was
excavated by Veidekke with Stockolm Vatten as
client and requirements on contour quality were
conventional for Swedish tunnel projects, with
pyrotechnical detonators used for initiation of
the contour holes.
2 CHARGING AND INVESTIGATION
METODOLOGY
2.1 Charging with emulsion explosives
Kemitti 810 is a two component bulk emulsion
explosive, sensitized and mixed directly on site
when charged in the round holes. The two
components are a matrix of ammonium nitrate
mixed with mineral oil. A gas producer is mixed
with the emulsion when charged, creating gas
bubbles in the emulsion and thus reducing the
density. Charging is conducted by pumping the
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two component emulsion matrix into the round
holes using a hose. The charged hole is then
initiated with a detonator and a primer. Charge
concentration is lowered for hole types closer to
the tunnel perimeter, with a retractor unit,
retracting the hose with a constant speed
corresponding to a specific thickness or charge
concentration of the emulsion string. The
bottom part of the string charged holes contain a
larger charge concentration, primer and initiator.
Resent development have made it possible to
log the amount of charged emulsion for each
hole, enabling follow up on charging precision
and the execution of charging work. Figure 1
shows a conceptual drawing of a string charged
contour hole.
Figure 2. The slot surface in a tunnel wall enabling
mapping of radially extending blast fractures.

3 SITE CONDITIONS AND BLAST DESIGN
3.1 Kista tunnel

Figure 1. Drawing of a string charged contour hole.

2.2 Mapping of blast fractures
Fractures directly induced by blasting can be
mapped by excavating a slot in the tunnel
contour, in sections with visible blasting half
pipes. This method was applied at both sites
included in the study. To excavate slots in the
tunnel wall or floor, diamond sawing
technology was used. A penetration fluid was
applied to the slot surface before mapping to
improve visibility of blast fractures. Both
natural and blast fractures were mapped and
fracture length and frequency was documented
for each mapped halfpipe. Blast fractures were
defined as fractures originating from the half
pipe. Figure 2 depicts the sawed surface with
blast fractures extending radially from a half
pipe in the tunnel contour.

A charging unit model ECMII with retractor
unit for the string charged hole types were used
in the Kista tunnel.
The rock mass in the area is dominated by
gneiss-granite with pegmatite dykes. A number
of fracture zones with a main striking of NW is
located in the area. Additional zones strike NS,
WNW and NNE. The rock mass in the tunnel is
fractured, especially in sections with lower
overburden.
Figure 3 shows theoretical drill plan and
contour for the Kista tunnel. Table 1 shows
theoretical column charge. Specific charge
according to the charge plan was 2.11 kg/m3 and
theoretical, specific drilling was 3.28 m/m3 for
80 round and 4 cut holes (Ø 48 and Ø 102 mm).
Theoretical hole length was 5.2 m and look out
was 35 cm for contour and floor holes. Contour
holes were collared 20 cm outside the
theoretical contour.
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drilled to a depth of 5.2 m with lookout similar
to the rounds. Five holes (including the floor
hole) were charged with 1.2 kg/m and two holes
in the abutment were charged with 0.5 kg/m.
Initiation was conducted with Exel LP/Austin
Indetshock TS 150 ms (1 1/2) and the holes
were initiated together with a round in the main
tunnel. After blasting three remaining halfpipes
could be identified, from which two were
estimated to be fully detonated.

Figure 3. Theoretical drill plan for the Kista tunnel
Table 1. Theoretical column and measured bottom charge
for the different hole types in the Kista tunnel.
Hole type
Contour
Helpers
Cut/Production/floor
*Fully charged hole.

Planned column charge
[kg/m]
0.35
0.5
1.8*

Charging of test rounds was conducted at ten
occasions during spring 2016. In the rounds four
to six wall holes were string charged with a
charge concentration of 0.8 or 1.2 kg/m. Figure
4 shows an example of the experimental setup
in section 0/672. From these rounds sections
with visible halfpipes were identified for
excavation of investigation slots. A number of
sections were also identified as reference for
contour charges. During some of the test rounds
the velocity of detonation (VOD) was measured.

Figure 4. Experimental setup in section 0/672. Holes
marked with red were charged with 0.8 kg/m.

An expansion of a turning niche was conducted
in section 0/604 m with charge concentration
1.2 kg/m, Figure 5. Total seven holes were

Figure 5. Five holes (including the floor hole) was
charged with 1.2 kg/m in section 0/604 m. Initiation was
done with Indet shock TS 150 ms.

3.2 Äspö HRL
The Äspö HRL is used by SKB for research and
development of technology required for the
final repository for spent nuclear fuel. During
2012 the HRL was expanded with 308 meters of
new main and experimental tunnels. The Äspö
HRL Expansion project is reported by
Johansson, et al. 2015. The bedrock consists of
diorite, intersected by granitic and pegmatitic
dykes.
The blast design, applied in the experimental
tunnels excavated in 2012, was based on earlier
works with smooth blasting at Äspö (Karlzén
and Johansson, 2010) and (Olsson et al. 2004).
Figure 6 shows placement of holes for the
experimental tunnels TASN and TAS04. Table
2 presents theoretical column charge. Specific
charge according to the charging plan was 2.63
kg/m3 and theoretic specific drilling was 3.62
m/m3 for 81 round and 4 cut holes (Ø48 and
Ø102 mm). Initiation was conducted with
electronic detonators in the contour and
pyrotechnical shocktube detonators in the rest of
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the round. The third round in TASN was
initiated using pre-splitting, i.e. the contour
holes were initiated before the rest of the round.

mm and in three slots at Äspö Ø 1600 mm in
order to reach a maximum theoretical depth of
50 or 70 cm. This created two rock surfaces for
mapping in most of the slots.
Total ten slots, five at each site, were
excavated. All slots were located in the wall
except for two slots in TAS04, Äspö, which
were located in the floor. Table 3 gives an
overview of the number of mapped halfpipes
and planned charge concentrations for the holes
included in the study.
Table 3. Number of mapped halfpipes (estimated to be
detonated) and theoretical column charge in the slots.
When possible halfpipes were mapped on both sides of
the slots.
Tunnel site

Number of
mapped
halfpipes
Wall
Floor

Planned charge
concentration in
column charge

TASN (Äspö)

7

-

Wall: 0.35 kg/m

Table 2. Theoretical column charge for the different hole
types in TAS04 and TASN.

TAS04 (Äspö)

10

3

Wall: 0.35 kg/m
Floor: 0.5 kg/m

Hole type

Kista Tunnel

4

-

Contour 0.35 kg/m

Kista Tunnel

3

-

Field test 0.8 kg/m:

Kista Tunnel

4

-

Field test: 1.2 kg/m

Figure 6. Theoretical drill plan for the experimental tunnels TASN and TAS04.

Contour
Helpers and floor
Production holes
Cut
*Fully charged hole.

Planned column charge
[kg/m]
0.35
0.5
1.2
1.8*

Figure 7 depicts ongoing excavation of a slot in
the section 0/604 m, Kista tunnel.

A Forcit charging unit 201 with retractor unit
was used for charging. Emulsion (K810) and
gas producer (KN9) was used as explosive in
the rounds with F-rör 17 mm for reblasting and
occasionally during malfunction of the retractor
unit. The charging unit was calibrated by Forcit
once per month with the goal density 1.0
kg/dm3. The charging of contour and helper
holes was done in a specific sequence. This
enabled documentation of charge concentration
in individual holes with the aid from the drilling
log.
4 EXCAVATION AND MAPPING OF
INVESTIGATION SLOTS
At both sites tunnel sections with visible
halfpipes were identified through visual
inspection. Suitable sections were chosen based
on study of production documentation and, in
the Kista tunnel, documentation from the field
tests. The investigation slots were excavated by
diamond-sawing. The work was conducted with
a starting blade combined with blades Ø 1200
1545

Figure 7. Sawing of a slot in the turning niche section
0/604 in the Kista tunnel. Compare with Figure 5 and 10.
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Blast fractures, natural fractures and fractures
induced by blasting but not radially extending
from the halfpipes were mapped in the slots. In
addition, fractures induced by the excavation of
the slots were also noted. In the slots at Äspö
HRL a geological mapping based on SKBs
method description was also conducted. Figure
8 and 9 depict ongoing mapping in a slot in the
floor of TAS04 and the wall in TASN (Äspö).
Figure 10 depicts an example of mapping results
for the slot in the turning niche in section 0/604
(Kista tunnel).

Figure 8. Ongoing mapping of a slot in the floor in the
experimental tunnel TAS04 (Äspö HRL).

Figure 10. Mapping with interpretation of a slot in the
turning niche section 0/604 in the Kista tunnel. The colors
mark different types of fractures. Blast fractures are
marked in yellow, natural fractures in green and blast induced fractures in blue. The blast induced fractures could
have been created as the pressure wave was reflected
from the natural fractures, noted N1 and N5 in the slot.
Note the undetonated hole above. Compare with Figure 5
and 7.

Figure 9. Ongoing mapping of a slot in the wall in the experimental tunnel TASN (Äspö HRL).
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5 RESULTS
5.1 Fracture length and frequency
Figure 11 shows the fracture length of all blast
and blast induced fractures mapped within the
project. Number of fractures for each mapped
halfpipe is presented in Table 4.

Figure 12. Calculated charge concentrations for planned
charge 0.35 kg/m.

Figure 11. Fracture length for all mapped blast and blast
induced fractures within the project.
Table 4. Number of fractures for each mapped halfpipe
displayed as mean and standard deviation.
Tunnel site and hole type

Mean/ standard dev

Äspö HRL contour

3.00/2.09

Äspö HRL floor and 0.5 kg/m

5.25/5.19

Kista contour (reference)

3.25/1.71

Kista 0.8 kg/m

1.33/0.58

Kista 1.2 kg/m

4.50/3.11

Figure 13. Calculated charge concentrations for planned
charge 0.5 kg/m.

5.3 VOD-measurements in the Kista tunnel and
Kankberg mine
5.2 Charging precision in TAS04 and TASN
Due to requirements on documentation during
the Äspö HRL Expansion project, it was
possible to calculate charge concentrations for
the contour holes mapped in the slots in TAS04
and TASN. Calculated charge concentrations
together with planned charge concentration and
tolerances are presented for the contour holes in
Figure 12 and for the floor holes and a wall hole
charged with planned charge concentration 0.5
kg/m in Figure 13.

During some of the test rounds in Kista the
velocity of detonation (VOD) was measured. To
do this a number of instrumented holes were
initiated before the rest of the round. To
complement the measurements from Kista,
additional measurements were conducted in the
Kankberg mine outside Skellefteå. During
charging in Kankberg similar emulsion
explosive (K810) and charging equipment
(ECM II) was used. A summary of results are
presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Number of fractures for each mapped halfpipe
displayed as mean and standard deviation.
Charge concentration

Mean velocity [m/s]

Kista contour 0,35 k/m

1534

Kista 0.8 kg/m

2253

Kista Cut

4682

Kankberg 1.2 kg/m

4002

Kankberg Cut

4615

VOD data was recorded with a MicroTrap VOD
data recorder system. The used cable was a
MREL VOD probecable-LR “blue”.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Results from Äspö HRL
The longest blast fracture that was mapped for
the charge concentration 0.35 kg/m and 0.5
kg/m had a length of 24.5 cm and 24.1 cm
respectively. There is generally a spread in the
results with few fractures longer than 20 cm.
The observed fracture length is shorter
compared to results from the Kista tunnel. The
calculated charge concentrations (Figure 12 and
13) indicate precise charging in the holes
included in the study.
Most holes mapped in the slots seem to be
detonated. One of the mapped halfpipes in a
wall slot in TAS04 showed no blast fractures on
either side of the slot and was not considered
detonated.
The results concerning contour quality from
the Äspö HRL expansion project are very good
considering the blasting method with emulsion
explosives and the limited extent of blast
fractures indicates good drilling precision, low
charge
concentration
and
simultaneous
initiation. The contour and floor holes were
initiated with electronic detonators. These
detonators have a low distribution in the
initiation time, which is shown to give shortest
length of blast fractures (Olsson and
Ouchterlony, 2003).
6.2 Results from the Kista tunnel
It was relatively challenging to select sections
for excavation of slots due to few remaining
halfpipes and fractured rock mass.

During mapping several holes, mainly those
charged with 0.8 kg/m, were identified that
appear to not be fully detonated.
The results from the holes charged 1.2 kg/m
are more satisfying. But also in those slots there
were undetonated halfpipes. Here there is a
difference between the Kista tunnel and the
results from Äspö, where most of the halfpipes
shows signs of detonation and the fracture
length were more evenly distributed between
mapped halfpipes. The reason could be the
spread in initiation time between pyrotechnical
detonators. There is for example a possibility
that a contour hole between two holes who
detonate slightly earlier do not have to do much
work in order to break the rock.
Based on this there is reason to assume that
the damage zone around the tunnel contour
differ between tunnels excavated conventionally
with pyrotechnical initiators compared to
smooth blasting, with simultaneous initiation by
means of electronic detonators. Conventionally
excavated tunnels can, based on these two
studies, be assumed to have fewer contour holes
with fully developed fracturing.
Comparing the contour reference slot with
other sections, the result with several long
fractures caused by the low charge
concentration, is a bit surprising. The results are
however comparable with those from other
studies, for example blast fractures from
mapped contour holes in the subway depot in
Norsborg, (Olsson et al. 2015). Possible
explanations for the long fractures could be
geology, where a weakness in the rock mass
could influence propagation of individual blast
fractures, a larger charge concentration than
planned or that the hole was filled with water.
Results from mapping of the sections
charged with 1.2 kg/m include four mapped
halfpipes. The sections with this charge
concentration showed the highest number of
fractures in the Kista Tunnel. Around 15 blast
induced fractures were mapped in the section
0/604 m. These fractures could have been
created as the pressure wave was reflected from
natural fractures, parallel to the contour hole,
see Figure 10.
One of the sections charged with 1.2 kg/m
was excavated in a zone with pegmatite. This
rock type has in earlier studies been known to
reduce the length and number of fractures.
Possibly the number of fractures and fracture
length could have been more extensive in a
different rock type.
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Natural fracture dominated in all slots. The
fractures were either closed, partly closed, or
open. It is likely that the natural fractures to
some extent have been affected by the
excavation.
Measured VOD is lower compared to earlier
reference values for the lower charge
concentrations, for example those presented by
Ittner and Bouvin, 2015.
6.3 General reflections on the results and
further work
Blast fractures are generally oriented towards
the nearest blast hole and as a result the mapped
fracture length presented in this paper is not
necessary the same as the extension of blast
damage from the tunnel contour into the rock.
Is the longest blast fracture a good definition
of the extent of blast damage? A larger
statistical data set would potentially give a
longer fracture length.
Emulsion explosives are often referred to as a
product with similar properties regardless of
producer and type of charging equipment. This
is not entirely the case due to company specific
receipts, quality and charging equipment. To be
able to produce a high standard emulsion
explosive and charge every hole with controlled
amount of explosives, many factors must be
taken into account. In the case of Äspö, the
charging equipment was calibrated once a
month and could deliver a charge concentration
with an accuracy of +/- 5 to 10% repeatedly.
Charging precision together with density and
quality control made it possible to get the
connection between charged product properties,
amounts and bore hole.
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Abstract
Blast damage in tunnels is usually regulated in Swedish infrastructure contracts as the extent of blast
damage after excavation can affect the quality of the tunnel contour. This paper aims to evaluate the
influence of design and geology variables on the resulting blast fracture length and frequency by
means of multivariate data analysis. Data were compiled from several tunnel sites in Sweden and
Finland where conventional emulsion explosives were used. The sites include experimental tunnels, a
road tunnel, an underground depot for subway trains and a wastewater tunnel. Multivariate data
analysis indicates a correlation between charge concentration and blast fracture length as well as a
correlation between density of natural fractures and fracture length. A larger charge concentration
increases the extent of blast fracturing and a high density of natural fractures decreases the extent of
blast fracturing in the data set. The results suggest that the longer blast fractures could be more
dependent on geology compared to shorter blast fractures. The initiation method seems to influence
the blast fracture length but not the number of blast fractures and variance when data from
conventional contour charges with simultaneous and single initiation is compared. The evaluation
method was found to give indications on how blast design variables interact with different aspects of
the results.
Key words: Blasting, Blast damage, Emulsion explosives, Mechanized charging, Principal Component
Analysis

1 Introduction
Excavation damage in the rock mass around a tunnel excavation often causes quality problems in rock
construction. The excavation itself generates a redistribution of stresses that depends on the geometry
of the opening and the state of stress relative to the strength of the rock mass. This stress redistribution
can lead to brittle deformation or fracturing around the tunnel. In competent crystalline rock, which is
typical in Scandinavia, excavation damage is often synonymous with damage induced by blasting.
In Swedish infrastructure tunnel contracts, blast damage in wall and roof is usually regulated and for
underground repositories for nuclear waste, limitation of blast damage is an important consideration
due to the possibility for transport of radionuclides. For tunneling in Scandinavia, charging is mostly
conducted with pumpable emulsion explosives and charge concentration is reduced for holes near the
perimeter of the tunnel. However, there are several other design variable and site conditions that can
influence the result.
Field-tests summarized by Olsson (2000) concluded that hole spacing has influence on blast
fracturing. Blast fracture length increased with increased hole spacing and the blast fracturing changed
in characteristics when the hole spacing was increased from 0.8 m to 1.2 m. The shorter hole spacing
resulted in isolated radial blast fracturing around individual holes. When the hole spacing was
increased the blast fractures were longer and almost connected the holes. The observed longer
fractures were parallel to the tunnel perimeter and located 10-15 cm into the rock mass. The field tests
were conducted with simultaneous initiation by means of electronic detonators.
It has been verified in field tests that simultaneously initiated and decupled contour charges, applied in
dry holes, has a damage suppressing effect compared to conventional pyrotechnic initiation
(Ouchterlony et al. 2010).
Natural fractures can both extend and limit blast fracture length. Open natural fractures has been
observed to extend the length of individual blast fractures up to 100% (Ouchterlony et al. 1998,
Ouchterlony et al. 1999). At the same time, natural fractures in the surface rock can acts as barriers to
blast fracture growth where only about 1/3 of them are able to cross open natural fractures (Olsson and
Ouchterlony 2003).
There are indications that the bottom charge also could influence blast fracturing in the column charge
part of a blast hole. Field tests reported by Bjarnholt et al. (1988) showed increased borehole pressures
in blast holes with larger bottom charges.
Olsson and Ouchterlony (2003) developed methods for theoretical calculation of the extent of the blast
damage that has been assembled in a table. The table can aid designers to meet requirements to limit
blast damage in the crushed zone around a blast hole. The developed theories are based on field tests,
both with cartridge and emulsion explosives as well as initiation with both pyrotechnical and
simultaneously with electronic detonators (Ouchterlony et al. 2010).
Previous experience summarized by Olsson and Ouchterlony (2003) and Ouchterlony et al. (2010)
have suggested the main variables controlling blast fracture length to be:
x
x
x
x
x

Charge concentration
Type of initiation (simultaneous or single)
Hole spacing
Presence of water in holes
Coupling ratio (charged diameter/hole diameter)

For application in construction of underground repositories for spent nuclear fuel, the excavation
methods effect on the hydromechanical and geochemical properties of the rock mass needs to be
considered in addition to the extension of blast fracturing.
The reason is that the transport of radionuclides out from the repository must be avoided or limited. A
commonly used definition of the effect of excavation on the properties of the surrounding rock mass is
Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ). A definition of the EDZ presented by Tsang et al. 2005 divides the
zone in to two zones, EdZ and EDZ:
x
x

The EdZ is a zone with hydromechanical and geochemical modifications, but without major
changes in flow and transport properties.
The EDZ is a zone in which hydromechanical and geochemical modifications induce
significant changes in flow and transport properties. These changes can, for example, include
one or more orders-of-magnitude increase in flow permeability.

The definition proposed by Tsang et al. (2005) is applicable also for tunnels excavated in soft rocks,
where blasting often is not the optimal excavation method. For hard rock applications, where the EDZ
mainly is influenced by blasting, extensive research has been conducted in Sweden by the SKB and in
Finland by Posiva OY. SKB has been working with research and investigation related to EDZ since
the 1980s, first in the Stripa mine and then in several projects at the Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory
(HRL). A summary of earlier studies can be found in Jonsson et al. (2009). Later studies include
excavation of the experimental tunnels TASQ (Olsson et al. 2004) and TASS (Karlzén and Johansson
2010) in Äspö HRL. Both these tunnels were excavated with cartridge explosives. In TASS a more
extensive study related to blast damage in the tunnel wall was conducted. This study is reported by
Olsson et al. (2009) and the findings indicate that the damaged zone around the tunnel was not
continues.
In 2014 blast damage investigations were conducted in two experimental tunnels excavated at 410 m
depth in Äspö HRL. The studies focused on blast damage from pumpable emulsion explosives (Ittner
and Bouvin 2015) and hydraulic connectivity in the EDZ (Ericsson et al. 2015). In Finland several
studies have been conducted, including blast fracture mapping and geophysical investigations with
ground penetration radar (Mustonen et al. 2010) and (Kantia et al. 2016). The latter presents result
from a project conducted in Sandviks test mine in Tampere, where a new tunnel was excavated using
both cartridge and emulsion explosives. The blast design was altered between rounds in order to
identify variable that affect the extension of the damaged zone. One of the findings from this study
was that the design changes conducted did not affect the extension of blast damage to a measurable
extent. The Swedish Transport Administration (TRV) has also studied the extent of blast damage from
both cartridge and emulsion explosives. This study had a broad focus including blasting for both road
cuts and tunneling. Geophysical investigations were also conducted within the project (Olsson et al.
2015) and (Ittner et al. 2016). Blast fractures have been mapped in a waste water tunnel under
construction in Kista, Stockholm, during 2016 (Ittner et al. 2017). The tunnel was conventionally
excavated with pyrotechnical initiation of the contour holes. The focus was to map blast fractures from
larger emulsion charge concentrations. This was achieved by charging contour holes in several rounds
in the tunnel wall with 0.8 kg/m and 1.2 kg/m, before excavating investigation slots for fracture
mapping.
This paper aims to analyze the findings from five of the previously conducted studies related to blast
damage induced by emulsion explosives in tunneling. The analysis was conducted by evaluating the

influence of design and geology variables on the resulting blast fracture length and frequency using
Principle Component Analysis (PCA).

2 Methodology
Mechanized charging was used at the tunnel sites. After excavation, investigation slots were excavated
by diamond sawing in the walls and at some of the five sites also in the floor of the tunnels. Natural
fractures and blast fractures from visible halfpipes were then mapped in the slots.

2.1 Charging with pumpable emulsion explosives
Site Sensitized Emulsion (SSE) is a two component explosive, sensitized and mixed directly on site
when charged in round holes. The two components are a matrix of ammonium nitrate mixed with
mineral oil. A gas producer is mixed with the emulsion when charged, creating gas bubbles in the
emulsion and thus reducing the density. Charging is conducted by pumping the two component
emulsion matrix into the round holes using a hose. The gas bubbles act as hot spots and adding the gas
producer to the emulsion will sensitize it. The charged hole is then initiated with a detonator and a
primer. Charge concentration is usually reduced for hole types closer to the tunnel perimeter, either by
adjusting density or the thickness of the emulsion string. The bottom part of the string charged holes
contain a larger charge concentration, primer and initiator. Resent development have made it possible
to log the amount of charged emulsion for each hole, enabling follow up on charging precision and the
execution of charging work. Fig. 1 shows a sketch of a string charged contour hole and Fig. 2 shows
charging work at the Kista tunnel.

Fig. 1. Sketch a string charged contour hole. Modified from
Ittner et al. 2017.

Fig. 2. Charging with emulsion explosives in the Kista
tunnel (Ittner et al. 2017).

2.2 Mapping of investigation slots
Fractures directly induced by blasting can be mapped by excavating an investigation slot in the tunnel
contour, in sections with visible blasting halfpipes. This method was applied at all sites included in the
study. To excavate slots in the tunnel wall or floor, diamond sawing technology was used. A
penetration fluid was applied to the slot surface before mapping to improve visibility of the fractures.
Blast fractures do not by definition have filling (mineral, clay material etc.). They extend radially from
the borehole and can often be observed as a number of short fractures near the borehole perimeter.
Natural fractures can have filling. They can be open, partly open or closed. Some natural may have
been partially opened by the change in rock mechanical conditions due to excavation of the tunnel or
through the opening of investigation slots. There are also completely open natural fractures. The latter

may be of tectonic origin or formed due to the change in stress conditions induced by excavation of
the tunnel.
Both natural and blast fractures were mapped and digitalized. From the digitalization, fracture length
and frequency could be measured for each blasting halfpipe. Fig. 3 depicts an excavated investigation
slot in the tunnel wall at Äspö HRL and Fig. 4 shows part of an investigation slot surface with blast
fractures extending radially from a blast hole halfpipe.

Fig. 3. An investigation slot surface in a tunnel wall with
marked natural fractures.

Fig. 4. Part of an investigation slot surface showing blast
fractures near a blast hole halfpipe (Ittner et al. 2017).

2.3 Multivariate data analysis
The collected data set include eight variables describing blast design and geology as well as
corresponding result variables, such as blast fracture length and frequency. To evaluate the interaction
between the variables and the resulting fracturing, a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was
conducted.
PCA was first formulated in statistics by (Pearson 1901) who defined the analysis as finding lines and
planes of closest fit to systems of points in space. Different methods exist for the calculation of
principal components. The most commonly used method is the NIPALS algorithm (Nonlinear Iterative
Partial Least Squares), which was outlined by Fisher and MacKenzie (1923) and further developed by
Wold (1966).
The aim of PCA is to find directions in the data space that indicates typical features that may not be
visible by individual variables. It is used for simplification of data tables, noise reduction, outlier
detection, correlation evaluation, classification and prediction (Wold et al. 1987). The analysis was
done with SIMCATM Version 14 developed by Umetrics.

3 Description of investigated sites
Data was obtained from studies and field investigations at five tunnel sites in Sweden and Finland.
The sites include experimental tunnels in Äspö HRL and Sandviks test mine in Tampere, a road tunnel
near Tanumshede, a subway depot in Norsborg, Stockholm, and a waste water tunnel in Kista, Fig. 5.
The tunnels were excavated with different requirements, where the experimental tunnels in Äspö HRL
and in Sandviks test mine applied an approach with cautious blasting, i.e. simultaneous initiation of
the contour holes as well as good precision in drilling and charging. The road tunnel at Tanum, the
Subway depot at Norsborg and the Kista tunnel were excavated with conventional requirements. The
conventional emulsion explosives Kemitti 810 and Riomex UG were used at the sites. The target
density was 1.0 kg/dm3. Table 2 summarizes the blast designs that were applied at the tunnel sites. A
drill bit diameter of Ø48 mm was used at all sites except in one of the rounds in the Sandvik test mine.
In that round Ø41 mm bits was used in the contour. A summary of the site conditions are presented in
Table 1.

Fig. 5. Location of the tunnel sites in Sweden and Finland. 1) Äspö HRL, 2) Gerums tunnel in Tanumshede, 3) Kista tunnel,
4) Subway depot in Norsborg and 5) Sandviks test mine in Tampere.

Table 1. Geology and project descriptions for the five sites.

Tunnel Site

Geology

Project description

1) Äspö HRL

The bedrock at the Äspö HRL
consists of diorite, intersected
by granitic and pegmatitic
dykes.

The Äspö HRL expansion project included
the excavation of two new access tunnels
with several experimental tunnels on the -410
m level. Several of these experimental
tunnels were designed with dimensions
similar to the deposition tunnels in a KBS-3
repository for spent nuclear fuel.
Investigation slots were excavated in two of
those tunnels.

2) Gerums
tunnel, Tanum

The dominating rock type at the
site is a porphyric middle
grained granite with pegmaitite
dykes. The dominating fracture
set is steep to vertical. There are
also sub-horizontal fractures in
the area.

The tunnel is part of the E6 high way
between Pålen and Tanumshede with two
250 m long tubes. The investigation was
conducted in the right most tunnel (Looking
north).

3) Kista tunnel

Gneiss-granite with pegmatite
dykes .

With the construction of new residential
areas in Kista, the waste water system was in
need for an expansion and new sewer pipes
was to be placed in a 1.2 km long tunnel at
shallow depth. Investigation slots were
excavated in the main tunnel and in a turning
niche. Charging in test sections was
conducted with larger charge concentrations.

4) Norsborg
subway depot

Middle grained gneiss with clay
or calcite filled fractures with
foliation of around 20 cm
thickness.

The depot is located between 18 to 37 m
underground and connected with the
Norsborg subway station. Investigation slots
were excavated in a smaller tunnel
perpendicular to the three main caverns.

5) Sandvik test
mine

The rock type in the test tunnel
is a porphyritic, medium to
coarse grained granite. The rock
mass is fairly homogenous,
massive and mostly sparsely
fractured.

Four rounds were excavated in the facility
with the purpose to study the extension of the
EDZ by means of geophysics and fracture
mapping. Two of the rounds were excavated
with emulsion explosives. Results from
mapping of investigation slots in these two
rounds were included in this study.

Table 2. Summary of blast designs applied at the tunnel sites.

Tunnel site

Theoretic Initiation of
al section contour holes

1) Äspö
HRL

19 m2

Electronic
detonators

2) Gerums
tunnel,
Tanum

126 m2

Conventional
pyrotechnical
detonators

3) Kista
tunnel

23 m2

4) Norsborg

38 m2

5) Sandvik
test mine

20 m2

Conventional
pyrotechnical
detonators
Conventional
pyrotechnical
detonators
Different
designs were
tested, both
electronic and
pyrotechnical
detonators

Hole
spacing in
contour
0.5 m
(contour)
0.75 m
(floor)

Design charge
concentration [kg/m]

Explosive

Contour 0.35 and floor
0.5

Kemitti 810

0.6 m

Contour 0.35 and bottom
charge 1.8

Riomex UG

0.6 m

Contour 0.35,
Test with 0.8 and 1.2

Kemitti 810

0.6 m

Contour 0.35 and bottom
charge 1.8

Riomex UG

0.4 m
0.5 m
(0.75 m
floor)

Contour 0.35, 0.4 and 0.5

Kemitti 810

Table 3 summarizes the number of investigation slots and mapped halfpipes at each site together with
references for each study.
Table 3. Number of slots and mapped halfpipes at each site.

Tunnel Site

Slots

Number of mapped
halfpipes
20

Investigation
reference
Ittner et al. 2015

1) Äspö HRL

3 wall slots
2 floor slots

2) Gerums tunnel

1 wall slot (wall)
1 wall slot (bottom charge)

6

Olsson et al. 2015

3) Kista Tunnel

5 wall slots

11

Ittner et al. 2017

4) Norsborg

1 wall slot (wall)
1 wall slot (bottom charge)

10

Olsson et al. 2015

5) Sandvik Test mine

2 Wall slots
2 Floor slots

11

Kantia et al. 2016

4 Results
4.1 Results from mapping
A summary of the blast fracture length for each test site is presented in Fig. 6, and the mean value of
the number of blast fractures for each mapped halfpipe is presented in Table 4.

Fig. 6. Fracture length for each fracture mapped within the studies. See Table 1 and 2 for conditions and blast design at the
sites.
Table 4. Number of blast fractures for each mapped halfpipe displayed as mean and standard deviation.

Tunnel site and hole type
Tanum contour
Norsborg contour
Äspö HRL contour
Äspö HRL floor and other 0.5 kg/m
Tampere floor (electronic)
Tampere contour (electronic)
Tampere floor (pyrotechnic)
Tampere contour( pyrotechnic)
Kista contour
Kista 0.8 kg/m
Kista 1.2 kg/m
Tanum bottom charge
Norsborg bottom charge

Mean/ standard dev [cm]
3.50/2.12
2.00/1.26
3.00/2.09
5.25/5.19
9.00/2.50/1.00
2.33/1.53
4.67/2.52
3.25/1.71
1.33/0.58
4.50/3.11
12.50/6.24
11.50/7.5

The length of individual blast fractures were observed to be between a few centimeters up to
approximately 40 cm. Except for the bottom charge data where fracture length extends up to
approximately 60 cm. The result is interesting since it shows the differences in fracture length in the
contour between the experimental and conventional tunnels as well as between the column and bottom
charge part of the holes.
Fig. 7 presents density of natural fractures mapped for each slot. The results show a slightly larger
fracture density for Äspö HRL and Kista compared to the other sites. Individual larger density values
can be explained by variations in rock type, for example the larger fracture density value in the Kista
tunnel was mapped in an investigation slot, excavated in a section with pegmatite.

Fig. 7. Density of natural fractures for each mapped slot side.

4.2 Data set and variables
Data from mapping of the slots combined have been analyzed together with information on blast
design from the sites. The collected data set consists of 58 observations and 8 variables. The variables
have been divided into design variables, geology variables and results variables, see Table 5.
Table 5. Description of design, geology and results variables.

Variable

Description
Design variables

Design hole spacing [m]

Hole spacing according to the drill plan.

Design charge concentration
[kg/m]

Planned charge concentration. Bottom charges are regarded as fully
charged holes.
Geology variables

Density natural fractures
[m/m2]
Density natural fractures near
halfpipe [m/m2]

Length of natural fractures per area in the slots.
Length of natural fractures within 4 drill bit diameters (20x20 cm)
from the halfpipe.
Blast fracture results variables

Number of blast fractures [-]

The number of blast fractures mapped from each individual half
pipe.

Total blast fracture length [cm]

Total length of mapped blast fractures from each individual
halfpipe.
Minimum length of mapped blast fractures from each individual
halfpipe, the shortest fracture.

Min blast fracture length [cm]

Max blast fracture length [cm]

Maximum length of mapped blast fractures from each individual
halfpipe, the longest fracture.

Fig. 8 to 11 shows the relation between the variables Design charge concentration and the results
variables Total blast fracture length, Number of blast fractures, Max blast fracture length and Min
blast fracture length. Fig. 12 and 13 shows the relation between Total blast fracture length and Design
hole spacing as well as Max blast fracture length and Number of blast fractures. Fig. 14 and 15 shows
the variables Total blast fracture length and Max blast fracture length to Density natural fracture near
halfpipe.

Fig. 8. Total blast fracture length to design charge
concentration.

Fig. 9. .Number of blast fractures to design charge
concentration.

Fig. 10. Max blast fracture length to design charge
concentration.

Fig. 11. Min blast fracture length to design charge
concentration.

Fig. 12. Total blast fracture length to design hole spacing.

Fig. 13. Max blast fracture length to number of blast
fractures.

Fig. 14. Total blast fracture length to density natural
fractures near halfpipe.

Fig. 15. Max blast fracture length to density natural
fractures near halfpipe.

Based on the Figures 8 to 15 it can be concluded that charge concentration is the single most
influential design variable in the data set. There is also correlation between Max blast fracture length
and Number of blast fractures. Design hole spacing and Min blast fracture length seem uncorrelated to
other variables. The variable Density natural fracture near halfpipe seems to have a negative
correlation to fracture length due to a group of outliers with extensive blast fracturing and low natural
fracture density representing bottom charge halfpipes. The correlation is however limited to a R2 of
10.1% for the variable Total blast fracture length and 6.1% for the variable Max blast fracture length
when a linear regression is applied.

4.3 Results from multivariate data analysis
A PCA model was used on the collected data set. The model has a total degree of explained variance
of 60.5% for the first two components. A third component explains an additional 14.3%.
Fig. 16 depicts the score plot. The data can be separated into three groups. Group a represents the
majority of the mapped halfpipes from contour holes with few relatively short fractures and low
design charge concentration. Group b represents outliers with a single relatively long fracture. Group c
consists of data from the bottom charge. Between the groups a and b are mapped halfpipes with
relatively few and long fractures. Included in the data between a) and c) are halfpipes with larger
charge concentrations and more blast fractures, for example floor holes from Äspö HRL and Tampere,
the holes charged with larger concentrations from the Kista tunnel and some of the bottom charge data
with fewer and shorter blast fractures.

Fig. 16. Scores plot for from PCA of the mapped halfpipes from the five sites. Holes from the same site are marked with the
same color in the figure. Group a represents the majority of the mapped halfpipes from contour holes with few relatively
short fractures and low design charge concentration. Group b represents outliers with a single relatively long fracture. Group
c consists of data from the from the bottom charge.

Fig. 17 depicts the loadings plot of the two first principle components. The results from the PCA show
that the variables Design charge concentration, Number of blast fractures and Total blast fracture
length are positively correlated in the first component. The variable Max blast fracture length is also
correlated, but there is an influence from the second component. The variable Density of natural
fractures has an influence on the blast fracturing. The influence from the variable Density natural
fractures in the slots is limited to the first component and Density natural fractures near halfpipe also
loads on the second component. The variable Design hole spacing seem to have only a limited
influence and the variable Min blast fracture length seem to be uncorrelated to the results variables.

Fig. 17. Loadings plot for the first and second component.

Fig. 18 shows the loadings plot for the first and third component. Both the natural fracture density
variables are loading on the third component. The variables Design charge concentration and Min
blast fracture length loads on the third component only to a limited extent.

Fig. 18. Loadings plot for the first and third component.

In Fig. 17 and 18 it can be observed that Design charge concentration mainly loads on the first
component. Total blast fracture length and Number of blast fractures mainly loads on the first
component and to a limited extent on the second and third. The variable Max blast fracture length
loads mainly on the first and second components. As expected, a larger charge concentration increases
the extent of blast fracturing and a high density of natural fractures decreases the extent of blast
fracturing in the data set. If the variables Min blast fracture length and Design hole spacing are
excluded from the model, R2 reaches 77% for the two first components. An additional component adds
another 10%. By also excluding the variable Density natural fractures near halfpipe, R2 reaches 82.7%
for the two first components.

4.4 Influence of initiation method
In order to evaluate the influence of the initiation method, blast fracture data from electronic initiation
have been compared with data from pyrotechnical initiation. The comparison has been limited to
conventional contour charge concentration, 0.35 kg/m, and data is structured as the result variables
Max blast fracture length, Total blast fracture length, Number of blast fractures and Min blast
fracture length. The two data sets are similar in size with 16 halfpipes mapped with simultaneous
electronic initiation and 15 with pyrotechnical initiation. Data on simultaneous electronic initiation is
from the experimental tunnels in Äspö HRL. Data on pyrotechnical initiation is from the Gerums
tunnel, the subway depot at Norsborg, the Kista tunnel and Sandviks experimental tunnel in Tampere.
Fig. 19 shows results variables Max blast fracture length, Min blast fracture length and Fig 20 shows
Number of blast fractures and Total blast fracture length for contour holes with simultaneous
initiation (electronic detonators) and conventional pyrotechnical initiation respectively.

Fig. 19. Results variables Max blast fracture length (left) and Min blast fracture length (right) for contour holes with planned
charge concentration 0.35 kg/m presented for simultaneous initiation with electronic detonators and conventional
pyrotechnical detonators respectively.

Fig. 20. Results variables Number of blast fractures (left) and Total blast fracture length (right) for contour holes with
planned charge concentration 0.35 kg/m presented for simultaneous initiation with electronic detonators and conventional
pyrotechnical detonators respectively.

Two sample T-test and test for two variances have been conducted for each result variable in order
evaluate differences between the initiation methods. Results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Results from testing the statistical hypothesis that mean values and variance are the same for each results
variable independent of initiation type.

Max blast fracture
length

P-Value
Passed?

0.001
No

P-Value

0.290

Passed?

Yes

Min blast fracture
length

Number of
blast
fractures

Two-Sample T-Test
0.013
1.000
No
Yes
Test for two variances (Levenes method)
0.090
0.945
Yes

Yes

Total blast fracture
length

0.009
No
0.153
Yes

FoU D VLJQLILFDQFH OHYHO RI Į 5 can the hypothesis that the mean values do not differ between
initiation types for the results variable Max blast fracture length and Total blast fracture length be
rejected. For the variable Number of blast fractures and Min blast fracture length the hypothesis
cannot be rejected. The initiation method seems to influence mean blast fracture length but not number
of fractures and variance in the data set.

5 Discussion
The longest blast fracture, extending from a contour hole, has traditionally been used as a definition of
the extent of blast damage. Based on Fig. 16, this study have identified several holes with a single long
fracture (group b) in addition to the holes with several long fractures (group c) and holes with few
short fractures (group a). In addition, the most influential design variable, charge concentration, is
more strongly correlated with the total blast fracture length and number of blast fractures compared to
the longest blast fracture. This highlights the need for a review of the definition of blast damage.
The results from the PCA show that Design charge concentration, Number of blast fractures and Total
blast fracture length are positively correlated in the first component. The variable Max blast fracture
length is also correlated, but there is also an influence from the second component. An explanation
could be that the longer fractures are influenced by geology. A natural weakness in the rock mass
could ease the fracturing leading to randomness in the extension of longer blast fractures. This
suggests that the longer blast fractures could be more dependent on geology compared to shorter blast
fractures. This could also explain the set of outliers in Group b (Fig. 16), with single long fractures.
The variable Density natural fractures for single slots loads only on the first and third components.
The variable Density natural fractures near halfpipe however loads on all three components. The
results from the PCA indicate that the second and third component describes variations in the geology
while the first component describes influence from charge concentration and natural fractures on the
resulting blast fracturing.
The findings regarding the influence from geology and natural fractures are in line with those
described by Ouchterlony et al. (1998), Ouchterlony et al. (1999) and summarized in Ouchterlony
(2003) that natural fractures can both extend and limit blast fracture length depending on the situation.
The density measure (m/m2) seems to capture the influence from a system of natural fractures blocking
blast fracture growth to some extent. The density measure for the slots could also describe brittleness
of the rock type or rock mass quality. The effect with extended fracture length due to natural fractures

could be observed as outliers in Group b (Figure 16) as well as in the difference in correlation between
the variables Max blast fracture length and Total blast fracture length to Design charge concentration.
The variables Min blast fracture length and Design hole spacing seem to have limited influence on the
other variables. For the variable Design hole spacing this could be due to limited variation between the
studied tunnel sites as well as a short spacing relative to other studies. The influence from hole spacing
observed by Olsson (2000) suggests a threshold for hole spacing near 0.8 m where an increase up to
1.2 m resulted in a change in blast fracture patterns with longer blast fractures, parallel to the tunnel
perimeter. The upper limit for design hole spacing in this study was 0.75 m for the floor holes, mapped
in the experimental tunnel TAS04 in Äspö HRL. The limited influence in this study is comparable to
the small increase in blast fracture length due to increased hole spacing from 0.5 to 0.8 m reported by
Olsson (2000).
The initiation method seem to influence blast fracture length, but not number of blast fractures and
variance, when data from conventional contour charges are compared with simultaneous initiation by
means of electronic detonators. Simultaneous initiation gave shorter blast fractures in this data set.
This confirms the findings by Ouchterlony et al. (2010). However, the initiation method seems to have
little influence on the number of blast fractures.
Possible influence from increased borehole pressures in blast holes with larger bottom charges
reported by Bjarnholt et al. (1988) would give a uniform influence in the data set as bottom charge
design were similar at the sites. Further studies could be carried out on this topic.
The evaluation method gives indications on how blast design and geology variables interact with
different aspects of the results. A more extensive dataset could possibly increase the level of explained
variance and prediction. In particular more data on larger charge concentration would complement the
data set. Further studies on the topic could include more detailed studies on the influence of geology
and rock mechanic variable on the blast fracture length and frequency.

6 Conclusions
The following conclusions have been drawn based on the result from mapping and the statistical
evaluation:
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

There is difference in results between the sites, as the experimental tunnels generally show a
shorter fracture length.
Charge concentration is the single most influential variable in the data set. Large charge
concentration indicates more and longer blast fractures.
There is a stronger correlation between the variables Design charge concentration and Total
blast fracture length compared to Max blast fracture length. This could be due to variations in
geology.
Limited influence from hole spacing was observed in this data set.
Min blast fracture length is not correlated to any variable.
Density of natural fractures correlated to the results. More fractures pro area indicates shorter
blast fractures.
Initiation influence blast fracture length but not number of fractures and variance.
Simultaneous initiation with electronic detonators indicates shorter but not fewer fractures.
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